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SPRING 2022BRAND NEW!

KICK-START CREATIVITY

KLUTZ BUILDS 
CREATIVE CONFIDENCE

Guaranteed Success

CRYSTAL CLEAR 
INSTRUCTIONS1

2 PREMIUM MATERIALS 
High-Quality & Durable

3 MAKE IT YOURS
Personalize & Play

“Everything starts with kids at Klutz. From 
ideation to finished product, everything 

we make is tested by kids, who make sure 
that play and fun come first. Kids are born 

creative thinkers, and we’re just here to 
guide them along the way.”

—NETTA RABIN, Publisher & Creative 
Director of Klutz, and mom of three boys
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SPRING 2022NEW KLUTZ CORE

Scholastic Canada, Limited

Subject

JUVENILE NONFICTION / Crafts &
Hobbies

Audience range

Interest age, years from 7, US school
grade range from 2

Distributor

Scholastic Canada Limited

Carton quantity: 6

9781338775426

 English

 Klutz

Klutz

Candy Cart
By (author) Editors of Klutz
Feb 01, 2022 |  Hardcover $29.99

Make a mini candy wonderland!

The perfect miniature scene for crafters with a sweet tooth! Dazzling candy-
colored clay and puffs of pastel cotton let you re-create all sorts of confectionery,
from sour gummies to rainbow ribbon candy, tie-dye jawbreakers, swizzle sticks,
clouds of cotton candy, and more! Creative prompts encourage crafters to invent
their own candy brands, and display them in clear glass-looking jars with stoppers,
in miniature boxes, on wooden lollipop sticks, or in iridescent cellophane baggies
with twist ties. Slot together the cotton candy stand with a clear dome to serve
your customers, and a tented kiosk to display your assortment of sweet treats.
(Don't forget the unicorn mascot!) With true-to-size guides and step-by-step
instructions, even novice crafters can create projects that look good enough to
eat!

Scholastic Canada, Limited
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SPRING 2022NEW KLUTZ CORE

Scholastic Canada, Limited

Subject

JUVENILE NONFICTION / Crafts &
Hobbies

Audience range

Interest age, years from 7 - 10, US
school grade range from 2 - 5

Distributor

Scholastic Canada Limited

Carton quantity: 6

9781338775396

 English

 Klutz

Friendship Wish Bracelets
By (author) Editors of Klutz
Feb 01, 2022 |  Hardcover $26.99

Friendship bracelets full of hope!

Make a wish as you make your bracelet and tie it on your wrist. When your
bracelet falls off (after you've worn it for a long, long time), your wish will come
true! Wish bracelets are made by knotting hemp and adding beads along the way,
as you repeat the include 'wish spell" to encourage positive, hopeful thoughts. With
three colors of hemp, a rainbow of iridescent beads, handmade clay beads, gold
and silver charms, and real crystal rock beads, crafters can customize their own
creations to suit their style.

Scholastic Canada, Limited
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SPRING 2022NEW KLUTZ CORE

Scholastic Canada, Limited

Subject

JUVENILE NONFICTION / Activity
Books / General

Audience range

Interest age, years from 6, US school
grade range from 1

Distributor

Scholastic Canada Limited

Carton quantity: 12

9781338792744

 English

70 pages

 Klutz

Fortune Tellers
Created by Editors of Klutz
Jan 04, 2022 |  Hardcover $12.99

Get a sneak peek at your destiny with classic paper folded fortune tellers!

Behold, your future! Kids and grown-ups alike have been folding fortune tellers,
also known as "cootie catchers" for generations. Now in this interactive activity
book, kids can fold 24 projects with gender-neutral art and prompts. Creativity is
encouraged throughout, from fill-in-the-blank fortune tellers, to writing "a letter to
my future self" in a folded paper time capsule, while games such as Truth or Dare, a
spin on M.A.S.H., and storytelling prompts spark social play. The future is in your
hands!

Scholastic Canada, Limited
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SPRING 2022NEW KLUTZ CORE

Scholastic Canada, Limited

Subject

JUVENILE NONFICTION / Activity
Books / Sticker

Audience range

Interest age, years from 6 - 8, US
school grade range from 1 - 3

Distributor

Scholastic Canada Limited

Carton quantity: 6

9781338775419

 English

 Klutz

Make Your Own Glow in the Dark Puffy Stickers
By (author) Editors of Klutz
Feb 01, 2022 | Hardcover $26.99

Create 60 puffed-up stickers with an easy-squeeze sticker press and glow-in-the-
dark effects!
A new twist on the bestselling Klutz MAKE YOUR OWN PUFFY STICKERS--
now with neon and glow-in-the-dark stickers! Simply layer the pieces, line them 
up between the plastic plates, and squeeze! The tool presses the layers of sticker 
backer, puffy pieces, and artwork together--just like a real puffy sticker. With a 
funky new illustration for square-shaped stickers, this kit allows kids to make 60 
one-of-a-kind stickers.

Scholastic Canada, Limited
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SPRING 2022NEW KLUTZ CORE

Scholastic Canada, Limited

Subject

JUVENILE NONFICTION / Crafts &
Hobbies

Audience range

Interest age, years from 10, US
school grade range from 5

Distributor

Scholastic Canada Limited

Carton quantity: 6

9781338702217

 English

 Klutz

Sew Your Own Ice Cream Animals
By (author) Editors of Klutz
Feb 01, 2022 |  Hardcover $29.99

Sew felt ice cream treats with adorable animal faces!

Learn to sew with the most delicious-looking projects ever! Each scoop of ice
cream is also an animal, including a cat, koala, bunny, and more. Mix and match
your critters to build your own felt cone or sundae. Stitch them together for double
scoops. Build a papercraft ice cream truck holder and dish to show off your sweet
new friends.

Scholastic Canada, Limited
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SPRING 2022NEW KLUTZ CORE

Scholastic Canada, Limited

Subject

JUVENILE FICTION / Activity Books
/ General

Audience range

Interest age, years from 7 - 10, US
school grade range from 2 - 5

Distributor

Scholastic Canada Limited

Carton quantity: 6

9781338792737

 English

 Klutz

Sticker Photo Mosaic: Cats & Kittens
Created by Editors of Klutz
Jan 04, 2022 |  Hardcover $12.99

Everything you need to create twelve paw-some cat & kitten photo mosaics!

Create 12 mini posters with a fun search-and-find activity by matching tiny
stickers featuring hundreds of adorable cats and kittens! Simply pick out a mosaic
you would like to create. Then, find the page with the corresponding stickers. Sit
back and start sticking to create a purr-fect mosaic masterpiece! Each mosaic is
perforated to easily remove and display, and the book includes 2800+ individual
stickers for hours of crafting fun.

Scholastic Canada, Limited
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SPRING 2022NEW KLUTZ CORE

Scholastic Canada, Limited

Subject

JUVENILE NONFICTION / Art /
Painting

Audience range

Interest age, years from 6, US school
grade range from 1

Distributor

Scholastic Canada Limited

Carton quantity: 12

9781338784749

 English

 Klutz

Klutz

Watercolor Wishes Postcard Kit
By (author) Editors of Klutz
Feb 01, 2022 |  Hardcover $12.99

A travel-friendly, easy watercolor kit for total beginners!

Paint 18 postcard-sized pieces, with 6 premium colors of watercolor paint and a
paintbrush. Each page is preprinted with artwork with trendy, gender-neutral
designs from cute animals to positive words of wisdom. The travel-friendly kit
unfolds, so budding artists have everything they need at their fingertips, including
the paint, the postcards, and a 16-page booklet with fully illustrated instructions to
help you make your mark.

Scholastic Canada, Limited
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SPRING 2022NEW KLUTZ CORE

Scholastic Canada, Limited

Subject

JUVENILE NONFICTION / Crafts &
Hobbies

Audience range

Interest age, years from 6 - 8, US
school grade range from 1 - 3

Distributor

Scholastic Canada Limited

Carton quantity: 12

9781338775402

 English

 Klutz

Sand Painting Studio
By (author) Editors of Klutz
Feb 01, 2022 | Hardcover $29.99

Bring the beach home with colorful sand art!
Make mesmerizing sand art, inspired by swirling tie-dye colors! This kit include 6 
artwork boards, a photo frame and lots of tropical-inspired punch-out motifs from 
sea turtles to swirly ice cream cones with positive words of wisdom. "Paint" the 
artwork with glue and a custom-tooled palette knife, them drizzle your sand in 
organic swirls to create sand art that looks just like your favorite tie-dyed t-shirt. A 
glue-together chipboard frame helps you display your artwork, or your favorite 
vacation photo. Sand-sational!

Scholastic Canada, Limited
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NEW KLUTZ MAKER LAB SPRING 2022

Scholastic Canada, Limited

Subject

JUVENILE NONFICTION / Science
& Nature / Experiments & Projects

Audience range

Interest age, years from 7 - 10, US
school grade range from 2 - 5

Distributor

Scholastic Canada Limited

Carton quantity: 6

9781338775457

 English

 Klutz

Misting Volcano
By (author) Editors of Klutz
Feb 01, 2022 |  Hardcover $32.99

Use electronics to build a functional misting volcano diorama.

A new take on the classic volcano science project. Connect together the electronics
which use ultrasonic technology to turn water vapor into misty clouds that billow
from a glowing volcano model. Learn about Volcanology as well at circuitry and
ultrasonic sound waves.

Scholastic Canada, Limited
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NEW KLUTZ JR. SPRING 2022

SPRING 2021

Scholastic Canada, Limited

Subject

JUVENILE NONFICTION / Toys,
Dolls & Puppets

Audience range

Interest age, years from 4, US school
grade range from P

Distributor

Scholastic Canada Limited

Carton quantity: 12

9781338801002

 English

 Klutz

Craft & Snuggle: My Pet Unicorn
By (author) Editors of Klutz
Feb 01, 2022 |  Hardcover $26.99

A magical plush unicorn with accessories made by you!

Calling all unicorn lovers! This kit comes with everything you need to help your
new unicorn friend feel right at home, with a stuffed unicorn toy, adoption
certificate, and all the craft supplies you need to make an assortment of adorable
accessories. Decorate your unicorn's satin tutu with glitter felt stickers, then make
your unicorn a necklace and a fuzzy flower crown. Thread beads to make a
matching bracelet for and your unicorn, then, finally, make a mini purse to carry all
of your unicorn's essentials.

Scholastic Canada, Limited
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FALL 2021
FAVOURITES

TINY CERAMIC 
STUDIO

MSRP: $26.99
AGE: 8+
ISBN: 978-1-338-74524-5

CREATE YOUR OWN 
DESK SET

MSRP: $26.99
AGE: 8+
ISBN: 978-1-338-74523-8

9 781338 745238

WILD ABOUT HORSES
MSRP: $32.99
AGE: 6+
ISBN: 978-1-338-74522-1

ENCHANTED FAIRY 
HOUSE

MSRP: $29.99
AGE: 7+
ISBN: 978-1-338-70223-1

PASTEL STUDIO
MSRP: $24.99
AGE: 6+
ISBN: 978-1-338-74833-8

MINI SUSHI BAR
MSRP: $29.99
AGE: 7+
ISBN: 978-1-338-74521-4
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LEGO® 
GEAR BOTS
MSRP: $29.99
AGE: 8+
ISBN: 978-1-338-60345-3 

9 781338 321494

METALLIC GLAM 
NAIL STUIDO
MSRP: $32.99
AGE: 10+
ISBN: 978-1-338-32149-4

MY SIMPLE SEWING

MSRP: $19.99
AGE: 8+
ISBN: 978-1-338-27129-4

9 780545 498562

MAKE CLAY 
CHARMS

LEGO CHAIN  
REACTIONS

MSRP: $29.99
AGE: 8+
ISBN: 978-0-545-70330-7

MSRP: $28.99
AGE: 8+
ISBN: 978-0-545-49856-2

BESTSELLERS

KIDS MAGICAL BAKING

MSRP: $29.99
AGE: 6+
ISBN: 978-1-338-64379-4

LEGO GADGETS
MSRP: $29.99
AGE: 8+
ISBN: 978-1-338-21963-0

MINI BAKE SHOP
MSRP: $29.99
AGE: 6+
ISBN: 978-1-338-21020-0

MINI CLAY WORLD 
PET ADOPTION TRUCK

MSRP: $29.99
AGE: 8+
ISBN: 978-1-338-64386-2

MAKE YOUR OWN 
BATH BOMBS

MSRP: $29.99
AGE: 10+
SHORT ID: 815880
ISBN: 978-1-338-15880-9

9 781338 158809

9 781338 210200

9 781338 219630

9 780545 703307

9 781338 271294
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9 781338 356588

9 781338 355246

9 781338 271058

SEW YOUR OWN 
FURRY LLAMA PILLOW

MSRP: $28.99
AGE: 6+
ISBN: 978-1-338-27105-8

MY PAW PATROL 
POM-POM PUPS
MSRP: $21.99
AGE: 4-8
ISBN: 978-1-338-33453-1

SEW MINI ANIMALS

MSRP: $29.99
AGE: 10+
ISBN: 978-1-338-10644-2

9 781338 575729

KLUTZ MAKER LAB:   
ROCKS GEMS, & GEODES
MSRP: $32.99
AGE: 8+
ISBN: 978-1-338-57572-9

9 781338 106459

MAKE YOUR 
OWN SOAP

MSRP: $29.99
AGE: 6+
ISBN: 978-1-338-10645-9

KLUTZ: GROW A  
CRYSTAL UNICORN
MSRP: $16.99
AGE: 10+
ISBN: 978-1-338-35524-6

WATERCOLOR DREAMS
MSRP: $24.99
AGE: 6+
ISBN: 978-1-338-35658-8

9 781338 037500

MAKE YOUR OWN 
MINI ERASERS
MSRP: $29.99
AGE: 8+
SHORT ID: 803750
ISBN: 978-1-338-03750-0

9 781338 137200

LEGO® MAKE 
YOUR OWN MOVIE
MSRP: $29.99
AGE: 8+
ISBN: 978-1-338-13720-0

9 781338 106442

MAKE YOUR OWN 
TINY CAMPER

MSRP: $29.99
AGE: 8+
ISBN: 978-1-338-56618-5

9 781338 566185

9 781338 334531
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BOOK-BASED ACTIVITY KITS WITH A FOCUS ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, ENGINEERING & MATH! S.T.E.M. KITS
LEGO® 

GEAR BOTS
MSRP: $29.99
AGE: 8+
ISBN: 978-1-338-60345-3

LEGO® 
GADGETS

MSRP: $29.99
AGE: 8+
ISBN: 978-1-338-21963-0

9 781338 219630

LEGO® 
CHAIN REACTIONS

MSRP: $28.99
AGE: 8+
ISBN: 978-0-545-70330-7

9 780545 703307

LEGO® MAKE YOUR 
OWN MOVIE

MSRP: $29.99
AGE: 8+
ISBN: 978-1-338-13720-0

9 781338 137200

CIRCUIT 
CLAY

MSRP: $28.99
AGE: 8+
ISBN: 978-1-338-10636-7

9 781338 106367

MAKE YOUR OWN 
DISCOVERY BOTTLES

MSRP: $26.99
AGE: 6+
ISBN: 978-1-338-27127-0

9 781338 271270

STAR WARS®  
FOLDED FLYERS

MSRP: $26.99
AGE: 8+
ISBN: 978-0-545-39634-9

9 780545 396349

GROW YOUR OWN 
CRYSTAL JEWELRY

MSRP: $29.99
AGE: 8+
ISBN: 978-1-338-03749-4

9 781338 037494

BUILD YOUR OWN 
GOTCHA GADGETS

MSRP: $29.99
AGE: 8+
ISBN: 978-0-545-80593-3

KLUTZ JR. 
MY FIRST ROCK & 
GEM COLLECTION

MSRP: $26.99
AGE: 4+
ISBN: 978-1-338-64393-0

THE KLUTZ BOOK OF 
PAPER AIRPLANES

MSRP: $22.99
AGE: 7+
ISBN: 978-1-57054-830-7

9 781570 548307

9 780545 805933
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GROW YOUR OWN 
CRYSTAL UNICORN

MSRP: $16.99
AGE: 8+
ISBN: 978-1-338-35524-6

GROW YOUR OWN 
CRYSTAL DRAGON

MSRP: $16.99
AGE: 8+
ISBN: 978-1-338-36516-0

GROW YOUR OWN 
CRYSTAL NARWHAL

MSRP: $16.99
AGE: 8+
ISBN: 978-1-338-36554-2

GROW YOUR OWN 
CRYSTAL FOX

MSRP: $16.99
AGE: 8+
ISBN: 978-1-338-36552-8

9 781338 355246 9 781338 365542 9 781338 365160 9 781338 365528

ROCKS, GEMS  
& GEODES

MSRP: $32.99
AGE: 8+
ISBN: 978-1-338-57572-9

LIGHT-UP  
ROCK & GEM 
COLLECTION

MSRP: $32.99
AGE: 8+
ISBN: 978-1-338-70226-2

AIR BLAST CANNON
MSRP: $32.99
AGE: 8+
ISBN: 978-1-338-27124-9

DIY RAINBOW 
CATCHER

MSRP: $32.99
AGE: 8+
ISBN: 978-1-338-64382-4

ULTIMATE SPY VAULT 
& CODE KIT

MSRP: $32.99
AGE: 8+
ISBN: 978-1-338-58924-5

CIRCUIT GAMES
MSRP: $32.99
AGE: 8+
ISBN: 978-1-338-15966-0

9 781338 271249 9 781338 159660

ISBN 978-1-338-70226-2

9 781338 702262

9 781338 589245 9 781338 575729
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SPA KITS

9 781338 321500

MAKE YOUR OWN 
SOAP JELLIES
MSRP: $29.99
AGE: 8+
ISBN: 978-1-338-32150-0

9 781338 158809

MAKE YOUR OWN 
BATH BOMBS
MSRP: $29.99
AGE: 10+
ISBN: 978-1-338-15880-9

MAKE YOUR 
OWN SOAP
MSRP: $29.99
AGE: 6+
ISBN: 978-1-338-10645-9

9 781338 106459

METALLIC GLAM 
NAIL STUDIO
MSRP: $32.99
AGE: 10+
ISBN: 978-1-338-32149-4

9 781338 321494

9 781338 210170

BATH AND 
BODY BOX
MSRP: $32.99
AGE: 8+
ISBN: 978-1-338-21017-0

9 781338 271263

SWEET DREAMS 
DIY KIT
MSRP: $32.99
AGE: 8+
ISBN: 978-1-338-27126-3

9 781338 355215

ROLL-ON LIP 
GLOSS STUDIO
MSRP: $26.99
AGE: 8+
ISBN: 978-1-338-35521-5

9 781338 533484

MAKE YOUR OWN 
GLITTER 
FACE MASKS
MSRP: $29.99
AGE: 8+
ISBN: 978-1-338-53348-4

TROPICAL  
TIE-DYE SOAP
MSRP: $16.99
AGE: 6+
ISBN: 978-1-338-64629-0ISBN 978-1-338-64629-0

9 781338 646290

RAINBOW  
DAYDREAM SOAP  
MSRP: $16.99
AGE: 6+
ISBN: 978-1-338-64628-3 ISBN 978-1-338-64628-3

9 781338 646283
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AVAILABLE IN 
FRENCH

CREATE WONDERFUL THINGS • BE GOOD • HAVE FUN

Ma boutique de pompons animaux 
Klutz Jr: My Pom-Pom Pet Shop
978-1-4431-6956-1 • $21.99

Salon de pompons monstres 
Pom-pom Monster Salon
978-1-4431-2217-7 • $21.99

Klutz : Ongles en folie N° 2 
 Klutz: Nail Art
978-1-4431-5967-8 • $29.99

9 781443 159678

Ma petite épicerie
Mini Grocery Store
978-1-4431-8533-2 • $29.99

Mes amis marins à modeler 
My Clay Critters
978-1-4431-6414-6 • $19.99

Ma main en dessins 
Klutz Jr: My Hand Art
978-1-4431-6415-3 • $16.99

9 781443 164153

LEGO® Robots animés 
LEGO Gear Bots
978-1-4431-8999-6 • $29.99

LEGO® Réactions en chaîne 
LEGO Chain Reactions: Make Amazing 
Moving Machines
978-1-4431-5970-8 • $29.99

LEGO® Ingénieur 
LEGO Gadgets
978-1-4431-6978-3 • $29.99

Avions de papier  
The Klutz Book of Paper Airplanes
978-1-4431-1646-6 • $22.99

Animaux en carton  
Klutz Jr: My Egg Carton Animals
978-1-4431-6526-6 • $18.99

Fabrique tes bombes pour le bain  
Make Your Own Bath Bombs
978-1-4431-7769-6 • $29.99

Créations mode  
Paper Fashions
978-1-4431-1649-7 • $24.99

NEW!
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UPC  7-30767-80593-7
Age  8+ 
Trim  9 ¼" x 9 ¼"
ISBN  978-0-545-80593-3 $2999

$2699
UPC  7-30767-21018-2

Age  8+ 
Trim  8” x 9”
ISBN  978-1-338-21018-7

BUILD YOUR OWN  
GOTCHA GADGETS  

ELECTRONIC GIZMOS TO PLAY 20 TRICKS

Science meets immaturity in this top-
selling title that comes with a set of 
customizable electronic gizmos, along 
with a book of games, pranks, and jokes. 
With Klutz-clear instructions, it’s like a 
science fair project with the soul of a 
whoopee cushion.

BFF BACKPACK CHARMS  
STITCH 6 KEYCHAINS!

Make one, give one! Cross-stitch six 
keychains to share with your BFF.  Choose 
from 14 easy-to-follow design patterns 
to match your friendship. Whether you 
want to be total twinsies with matching 
keychains or you're more of the opposites-
attract type, you'll have plenty of options 
to create the perfect pair. Wear them 
loud and proud to show off your bond 
with your bestie.

$2299
UPC  7-30767-15881-1

Age  8+ 
Trim  10" x 9"
ISBN  978-1-338-15881-6

BEST. YEAR. EVER! 
Use this completely customizable 
calendar and gratitude journal to make 
this your best year ever! Every month 
features activities and ideas to help 
you remember to be thankful, practice 
kindness, and find what makes you happy 
all year long. 

Age  8+ 
Trim  9" x 9"
ISBN  978-1-338-21017-0

UPC  7-30767-21017-5

$2699

$3299

UPC  7-30767-10640-9
Age  6+ 
Trim  9” x 10”
ISBN  978-1-338-10640-4

BATH AND BODY BOX
Glow from the inside-out with a and body 
treatments! Make a refreshing facial 
mask, soothing Mermaid Shimmer Gel, 
and relaxing Bubble Bath Bon Bons, with 
everything you need right in the box! 
Then, whip up a variety of pampering 
potions using our simple recipes, made 
with easy-to-find ingredients like fresh fruit, 
sugar, olive oil, and honey. Spoil yourself 
with sugar scrubs, body wash, and more! 
Klutz welcomes you to the ultimate spa 
experience. 

101 OUTRAGEOUSLY FUN 
THINGS TO DO

It's your all-in-one survival guide to 
having fun anywhere, any time! This 
book is chock-full of 101 activities 
sampling the best of Klutz's vast library 
of games, pranks, crafts, and humour. It 
even includes spectacular fart putty for 
guaranteed, never-ending entertainment.
Parents’ Choice Award

UPC  7-30767-57536-6
Age  6+ 
Trim  9 7/16" x 5 ¾"
ISBN  978-1-878-25753-6 $1299

CAT'S CRADLE®  
A BOOK OF STRING FIGURES

In today’s hi-tech world, people have 
completely forgotten how to make the 
Cup and Saucer, the Witch’s Broom, and 
Jacob’s Ladder. Thank goodness for Cat’s 
Cradle. This book’s simple directions are 
foolproof, so kids (and their parents) can 
reconnect their fingers to this classic 
activity.
Parents’ Choice Award

9 781878 257536

BACKLISTKLUTZ CORE BacklistKLUTZ CORE

9 781338 106404 9 781338 210187

9 781338 210170 9 780545 805933

9 781338 158816

2020

KICK-START CREATIVITY
Here at Klutz we measure our success by the number of smiles, laughs, and creative experiences our 

products inspire. Take a look at how many ways kid have to fall in love with Klutz again and again!



UPC  7-30767-10636-2

Age  8+ 
Trim  8" x 9"
ISBN  978-1-338-10636-7

Age  8+ 
Trim  10 1/2” x 10”
ISBN  978-0-545-93097-0 $2199

UPC  7-30767-93097-4

COLORING CRUSH
Includes everything you need to make 
dreamy works of art, and the how-to 
guide includes a crash course in blending 
and layering colored pencils.

9 780545 930970

BACKLISTKLUTZ CORE

ISBN 978-1-338-64370-1

9 781338 643701

$2899

CIRCUIT CLAY 
Learning electricity is easy when you 
make clay creations that glow! Use our 
special conductive and insulating clay 
to make a sculpture, add LEDs, attach a 
battery pack, and watch your clay circuit 
light up. With more than 15 projects to 
choose from, including a robot, a UFO, a 
dragon, and much more!
ASTRA Toy of The Year Finalist
Parents’ Choice Award
 The National Parenting Center
 Oppenheim Toy Portfolio Award

9 781338 106367

$2999
UPC  7-30767-93966-3

Age  8+ 
Trim  10 ½" x 8 ½"
ISBN  978-0-545-93966-9

COLOR-IN STAINED GLASS 
Color-In Stained Glass takes colouring 
suncatchers to radiant new heights. No 
matter how you choose to colour in the 18 
boldly outlined window designs, the future 
looks bright.

9 780545 939669

$1699
UPC  7-30767-46805-7

Age  8+ 
Trim  8 ¾" x 7 ½"
ISBN  978-1-591-74680-5

THE COOTIE CATCHER BOOK 
Were you born to wear a tiara? What 
sport will make you famous? Will you be 
an evil scientist or a professional candy 
tester? Fold up these fortune tellers to find 
out. With special extras like stickers, mini 
“cutie” catchers, and glow-in-the-dark 
and glitter detailing, this book is a real 
catch.

9 781591 746805

Age  8+ 
Trim  8 1/2” x 10 1/2” x 1 3/4”
ISBN  978-1-338-74523-8 

UPC  7-30767-10637-9
Age  8+ 
Trim  9 5/8" x 8 ½
ISBN  978-1-338-10637-4 $2299

DECORATE THIS JOURNAL 
Discover dozens of ways to make this 
journal come to life! Use the included pink 
puffy paste to pipe frosting-like designs 
all over the front cover and decorate 
it with 3D charms, squishy stickers, and 
rhinestones. Inside the journal, record the 
big ideas, silly thoughts, and amazing 
adventures of your life. Guided activities 
include fun personality quizzes, writing 
and doodling prompts, fill-in-the-blank 
word clouds, and free spaces to jot down 
whatever's on your mind. 

9 781338 106374

UPC  7-30767-64370-6
Age  7+ 
Trim  8” x 9” x 1 1/4”
ISBN  978-1-338-64370-1 $2699

DYI BARRETTES, BOWS  
& HAIR TIES 

Use simple techniques to make 15 chic 
and trendy hair accessories! Deck out 
alligator clips and bobby pins with 
sparkly rhinestones, fuzzy pom-poms, 
gold letters, and other trinkets using our 
custom clear, super-strength glue. Also 
learn how to make faux leather bows 
and super cute hair ties with simple 
bejeweled bows. This simple craft is 
perfect for kids who love fashion.

UPC 7-30767-70223-6Age  7+ 
Trim  8 1/2” x 10 1/2” x 1 3/4” 
ISBN  978-1-338-70223-1 $2999

ENCHANTED FAIRY HOUSE
Bring three whimsical fairy dolls to life. 
Mix and match colorful glitter skirts, 
wooden beads, flowing yarn hair, and 
faux flowers to design and dress the 
fairies with twisted wire and glue. Build 
their home and decorate it with teeny 
furniture, enchanted flowers, and faux 
moss. Finally, cut and bind an illustrated, 
fairy-sized storybook featuring your 
three fairies on a rhyming adventure.

UPC 7-30767-74523-3

$2699

CREATE YOUR OWN DESK SET
Set yourself up for success and turn 
any boring study space into a creative 
paradise! Make four fantastical pen/
pencil toppers (pens not included), 
including a furry fox friend, fuzzy 
paw, sloth and pineapple, and extra 
fancy magic wand glitter pen. Store 
your pens in a DIY rainbow pen 
holder and decorate with stickers. 
Keep track of your best ideas on a 
40-sheet notepad with cute designs.
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UPC  7-30767-03751-2
Age  8+ 
Trim  9 ½" x 9 3/8"
ISBN  978-1-338-03751-7 $3499

GLITTER FACE PAINTING
Klutz knows face painting, and now 
there’s more! Brush up on your face-
painting skills and create shimmering 
masterpieces in a matter of minutes. This 
kit comes with 6 shimmery paint colours, 
more than 45 gems, and cosmetic grade 
glitter. With 47 designs to choose from, 
you’ll choose to sparkle wherever you go. 

UPC  7-30767-03749-9
Age  8+ 
Trim  8" x 9"
ISBN  978-1-338-03749-4

UPC  7-30767-77539-1
Age  7+ 
Trim  8 ¼” x 7 ½”
ISBN  978-1-338-77539-6 $2699

FRIENDSHIP WISH BRACELETS
Make a wish as you make your bracelet 
and tie it on your wrist. When your 
bracelet falls off (after you’ve worn it for 
a long, long time), your wish will come 
true! Wish bracelets are made by knotting 
hemp and adding beads along the way, 
as you repeat the include ‘wish spell” to 
encourage positive, hopeful thoughts.

$2999

GROW YOUR OWN  
CRYSTAL JEWELRY

Explore the science of gems and minerals 
while crafting 7 dazzling, crystal projects 
in your choice of colours. With this kit, 
a stylish scientist can make 3 pendant 
necklaces, 2 statement rings, a pair 
of earrings and a decorative colossal 
crystal. Crystal-clear instructions and 
fun facts about crystal chemistry spark 
creativity every step of the way. 
ASTRA Toy of the Year Finalist

UPC  7-30767-64796-4
Age  10+ 
Trim  10" x 9 ¼"
ISBN  978-0-545-64796-0

UPC  7-30767-47000-5
Age  8+ 
Trim  9 ½" x 8 7/8"
ISBN  978-1-591-74700-0 $2299

FRIENDSHIP BRACELETS
The classic book on a classic craft, with 
designs ranging from simple to simply 
amazing. The back cover is a clipboard so 
you can make bracelets directly beside 
their instructions. Comes with supplies to 
make at least one bracelet for each of 
your 12 closest friends.
Free Klutz Day Kit available with purchase. 
See page X.
National Parenting Award

UPC  7-30767-79274-9
Age  6+ 
Trim  8 ¼” x 7 ½”
ISBN  978-1-338-79274-4 $1299

FORTUNE TELLERS
Behold, your future! Kids and grown-
ups alike have been folding fortune 
tellers, also known as “cootie catchers” 
for generations. Now in this interactive 
activity book, kids can fold 24 projects 
with gender-neutral art and prompts.

$2699

FELTED FRIENDS  
CREATE YOUR OWN SOFT,  

FUZZY ANIMALS

Experience the magic of needle felting 
with Felted Friends. Our exclusive needle-
felting tool is designed specifically for 
newbies. With just a little poking and our 
detailed instructions, kids can transform 
loose wool into 5 different adorable 
animals!

$1999
UPC  7-30767-47482-9

Age  6+ 
Trim  9" x 8"
ISBN  978-1-591-74748-2

FINGERPRINT FABULOUS  
CREATE SWEET & SPARKLY  

THUMBPRINT ART

Fingerprint Fabulous focuses on the 
more glamorous side of the thumb. The 
purple, green, and pink ink pads, sequins, 
and glitter glue—all included provide 
all the necessary tools to transform 
your thumbprints from ordinary to 
extraordinary.

BACKLISTKLUTZ CORE

9 781338 775396

9 780545 647960

9 781591 747482

9 781591 747000 9 781338 037494

9 781338 037517

UPC  7-30767-27123-7
Age  6+ 
Trim  9 ½" x 9 3/8"
ISBN  978-1-338-27123-2 $2999

GROW YOUR OWN  
CRYSTAL MINI WORLDS

Grow your own magical mini worlds 
while exploring the science of minerals 
and crystal formation! Each kit includes 
materials needed to create 3 different 
dazzling projects: a dragon's cave, a 
unicorn's forest, and a seahorse's coral 
reef. You’ll enchant your family and 
friends with your rainbow creations! 

9 781338 271232

9 781338 792744
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$1899
UPC   7-30767-49280-9

Age  8+ 
Trim  7 3/8" x 8"
ISBN  978-0-545-49280-5

IT’S ALL ABOUT US  
( . . . ESPECIALLY ME!)  

A JOURNAL OF TOTALLY PERSONAL 
QUESTIONS FOR YOU & YOUR FRIENDS

A journal of super-nosy surveys with 
subjects ranging from food to fashion 
to friendship to the very tween Total 
Randomosity. Each survey is repeated 
three times in three different colour 
schemes to make it easy to share and 
compare with friends, converting a 
solitary pursuit into a fun group activity.

9 780545 492805

UPC  7-30767-44481-5
Age  8+ 
Trim  5 ½" x 8 ½"
ISBN  978-1-591-74448-1 $1999

JUGGLING FOR THE 
COMPLETE KLUTZ®

Unlike the rest of us, our flagship title keeps 
getting better with age. This book sports 
a shiny foil cover, no-roll juggling cubes in 
plush red velour, and a net storage bag. 
This classic made all the others possible.

9 781591 744481

UPC  7-30767-16762-2
Age  6+ 
Trim  10" x 10"
ISBN  978-1-338-16762-7 $2699

KIDS COOKING
This classic collection of parent-approved 
meals includes a rainbow whisk and the 
perfect mix of tried-and-true recipes (like 
French Toast with Strawberry Butter) and 
totally modern flavors (like the Aloha Sushi 
Burrito). All 30 recipes include step-by-step 
photos so that young chefs can follow 
along and learn basic kitchen skills.  
Finally . . . a cookbook for kids and their 
grown-up assistants! 

9 781338 167627

UPC  7-30767-64379-9

$2999

KIDS MAGICAL BAKING
Simply add a sprinkle of fairy dust and 
a dollop of imagination! This baking kit 
includes recipes, tools, and decorations 
to inspire kid chefs to make magic in the 
kitchen. Each recipe is designed for kids 
to make with a grown-up assistant’s help, 
and follows a magical theme. There are 
mermaid-themed pies, yeti donuts, an 
enchanted castle cake, magic pretzel 
wands, fairy-sized cheesecakes, and so 
much more.

Age  6+ 
Trim  8” x 1 1/2” x 9”
ISBN  978-1-338-64379-4  

UPC  7-30767-10642-3
Age  8+ 
Trim  6 5/8" x 9"
ISBN  978-1-338-10642-8 $1999

THE KLUTZ BOOK OF KNOTS
Learn the ropes of knot-tying with The 
Klutz Book of Knots! Nylon cord, colour-
coded to the illustrations, is tied through 
the holes on each board page, allowing 
the reader to practice all 23 knots right in 
the book. A unique gift, intriguing puzzle, 
practical tool, and entertaining book . . . 
all tied up together.

9 781338 106428

$2999

LEGO® GEAR BOTS 
Build STEM-driven models, such as DJ 
Bubbles (an octopus spinning records), 
a pterodactyl, a yeti, and much more! 
Kinetic sculptures, or automata, are 
mechanically engineering toys that 
move when you crank the handle on 
the side. They move through a series of 
axles, cams, and cranks that work like the 
pistons in an engine. Each model includes 
a papercraft character that you fold and 
link with LEGO elements.

Age  8+ 
Trim  10” x 1 1/2” x 10”
ISBN  978-1-338-60345-3   

UPC 7-30767-60345-8

UPC  7-30767-70330-1
Age  8+ 
Trim  9" x 10"
ISBN  978-0-545-70330-7 $2899

LEGO® CHAIN REACTIONS  
DESIGN AND BUILD AMAZING  

MOVING MACHINES

Complete an ordinary task in an 
extraordinary way. Learn to build 10 LEGO® 
machines, then experiment to create a 
chain reaction. With a handful of basic 
bricks from your LEGO® collection, the only 
thing you’ll need is a little imagination.
National Parenting Award
LEGO, the LEGO logo, the Brick and Knob configurations 
and the Minifigure are trademarks of the LEGO Group. 
©2014 The LEGO Group.

9 780545 703307

UPC  7-30767-21963-5
Age  8+ 
Trim  9 ½" x 10"
ISBN  978-1-338-21963-0 $2999

LEGO® GADGETS
Make, experiment, and play! This activity 
kit will have you building 11 machines 
including a gravity powered car and a 
wacky boxing robot. The fun doesn't stop 
once you've completed all of the projects 
in the book — open-ended prompts will 
inspire you to continue experimenting 
with your own designs and modifications!

9 781338 219630
2323
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UPC  7-30767-13720-5
Age  8+ 
Trim  10 ¼" x 10"
ISBN  978-1-338-13720-0 $2999

LEGO® MAKE YOUR OWN 
MOVIE

LEGO® Make Your Own Movie is a 
beginner guide to stop-motion animation. 
Use your phone, tablet, or computer 
to make short, funny clips with these 
instructions, background settings and 
36 LEGO elements. Then, dive into more 
advanced skills, such as lighting, sound 
effects, and camera angles. 
Parents’ Choice Award 
ASTRA Toy of the Year Finalist

9 781338 137200

UPC  7-30767-13721-2
Age  8+ 
Trim  9 ½" x 8 ½"
ISBN  978-1-338-13721-7 $2299

LEGO® NINJAGO® 
HOW TO DRAW NINJA, VILLAINS,  

AND MORE!

Master drawing your favourite LEGO 
NINJAGO® ninja, villains, and more. 
Start with tracing and draw-in-the blank 
sections. Then sketch, ink, and colour 
inside the book, using the included 
mechanical pencil, black marker, block 
eraser, and coloured pencils. 

9 781338 137217

UPC  7-30767-70318-9
Age  8+ 
Trim  8" x 9"
ISBN  978-0-545-70318-5 $2399

LOOP LOOM BRACELETS 
MAKE SUPER-STRETCHY  

BEADED BRACELETS

Using 7 colours of cord and 7 colours of 
beads, kids customize 11 different styles to 
create bracelets that are uniquely their 
own. Our exclusive one-handed loom 
makes bracelets from a continuous piece 
of stretchy cord for frustration-free results 
every time!

9 780545 703185

UPC  7-30767-49856-6
Age  8+ 
Trim  8 ¼" x 9 ¼"
ISBN  978-0-545-49856-2 $2899

MAKE CLAY CHARMS
Make Clay Charms features simple step-
by-steps for more than 35 designs—cute 
fruit, adorable animals, sweet treats, 
and tons more. Make them, bake them, 
add shine (with our specially formulated 
glaze), and then attach your creations to 
the included bracelet.
Parents’ Choice Award 
FamilyFun Toy of the Year Award

9 780545 498562

UPC  7-30767-85846-9
Age  8+ 
Trim  8" x 9"
ISBN  978-0-545-85846-5 $2699

MAKE GLITTER CLAY 
CHARMS

Design your own bracelet with itty-bitty 
sparkly charms! Sculpt miniature food, tiny 
aliens and robots, pocket-size unicorns, 
and dozens of other cuties that you can 
customize with glitter for extra personality.

9 780545 858465

UPC  7-30767-03755-0
Age  6+ 
Trim  8" x 9"
ISBN  978-1-338-03755-5 $2699

MAKE PAPER LANTERN 
ANIMALS

Let your imagination run wild as you 
choose from 21 designs and transform 
6 paper lanterns into adorable animals. 
Simply cut out the stencil shapes from a 
variety of patterned papers, glue them 
in place, and display with pride. It’s the 
cutest collection of paper lanterns you’ve 
ever seen. 

9 781338 037555

UPC  7-30767-15880-4
Age  6+ 
Trim  8" x 9"
ISBN  978-1-338-15880-9 $2999

MAKE YOUR OWN  
BATH BOMBS

Transform your bath with fizzy bubbles, fun 
colour, and a fantastic fragrance. Learn 
the science behind creating the perfect 
fizz and make up to 12 colourful bath 
bombs in 5 different shapes. Dunk them 
in a bathtub full of water to release the 
strawberry kiwi scent. So sit back, relax, 
and settle in for a good soak! 

9 781338 158809

UPC  7-30767-56616-6

$2999

MAKE & STYLE  
HEADBANDS

Show-off your unique style with trendy hair 
accessories! No matter what your mood, 
you’ll find a style to match your attitude. 
Use the included headbands as your base 
to craft five projects right out of the box, 
including the Wild Child (fuzzy animal 
ears), Boho Vibes (leather corded band), 
Rocker Chick (beaded cat ears), Leading 
Lady (wired fabric band), and Flower

Age  8+ 
Trim  8” x 1 1/2” x 9”
ISBN  978-1-338-56616-1

9 781338 566161
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9 781338 775419

Age  6+ 
Trim  8” x 1 1/2” x 9”
ISBN  978-1-338-58927-6  $2699

MAKE YOUR OWN  
GEM STICKERS

Stickers never go out of style, and now you 
can give them your own flair with deluxe 
glitter, holographic foil, and colorful 
gems! This kit comes with three sticker 
sheets (that’s more than 75 stickers!) full 
of the super cute designs like rainbows, 
unicorns, narwhals, aliens and rocket 
ships, that are already decorated with 
glitter, gold, or pretty pastels. Use the 
custom rhinestone applicator to add

UPC 7-30767-58927-1

9 781338 589276

UPC  7-30767-53348-9

$2999

Age  8+ 
Trim  8" x 9"
ISBN  978-1-338-53348-4

MAKE YOUR OWN  
GLITTER FACE MASKS

Treat yourself to a selfie-worthy face 
mask, customized with fresh ingredients 
and lots of glitter! Use the peel-off gooey 
mask mix and sheet masks to make 5 
treatments. After the mask has dried, peel 
it off to leave your face feeling fresh (and 
glitter-free)! Once you’ve used up the 
materials in the kit, reuse the recipe book, 
containers, and silicone brush to make 
any of the other 12 at-home projects that 
moisturize, soothe, and nourish! 

9 781338 533484

UPC  7-30767-77541-4
Age  6+ 
Trim  8 ¼” x 7 ½”
ISBN  978-1-338-77541-9 $2699

MAKE YOUR OWN GLOW-IN-
THE-DARK PUFFY STICKERS

A new twist on the bestselling Klutz MAKE 
YOUR OWN PUFFY STICKERS—now with 
neon and glow-in-the-dark stickers! 
Simply layer the pieces, line them up 
between the plastic plates, and squeeze!

BACKLISTKLUTZ CORE

UPC  7-30767-32870-2
Age  8+ 
Trim  8" x 9"
ISBN  978-1-338-32870-7 $2699

MAKE YOUR OWN  
FUZZIMALS SAFARI

You’re going to go WILD for Fuzzimals! 
Bend these pre-cut, fuzzy, flexible stems 
into three safari themed friends: a gentle 
gorilla, a lazy lion, and an outrageous 
ostrich. Give these fluffy stems personality 
by adding pom-poms, custom eyes, 
and felt pieces to make them irresistibly 
cuddly!  

9 781338 328707

UPC  7-30767-27127-5
Age  8+ 
Trim  8" x 9"
ISBN  978-1-338-27127-0 $2699

MAKE YOUR OWN  
DISCOVERY BOTTLES

Explore sensory play with these easy at-
home   water-based bottle experiments! 
Watch your kid’s cares melt away as 
they’re mesmerized by swirling glitter, or 
challenge themselves to tilt a fish through 
a hoop in the 2 provided leak-proof 
bottles. The fun doesn’t stop there! The 
included crystal-clear instructions include 
4 additional experiments using common 
household ingredients.

9 781338 271270

Age  8+ 
Trim  8” x 1 3/4” x 9”
ISBN  978-1-338-56614-7 $2999

MAKE YOUR OWN  
GLAZE CRAZE CHARMS

Trendy charms with a clear resin look! 
Make 27 charms in four different 
themes. Show off your flower power in 
the Garden Glam collection, iconic 90s 
style in Pop Art, geometric graphics in 
Color Swatches, or mix-and-match BFF 
emojis in the Besties section. Each mini 
masterpiece begins with one of the 27 
custom-shaped see-through charm 
blanks. Add crystal-clear glaze

UPC 7-30767-56614-2

9 781338 566147

UPC  7-30767-03750-5
Age  8+ 
Trim  8" x 9"
ISBN  978-1-338-03750-0 $2999

MAKE YOUR OWN  
MINI ERASERS

Making mistakes has never been this 
much fun! Sculpt your very own creations 
with eraser clay, and then bake them in 
the oven to make absolutely adorable, 
slightly squishy erasers that really work. 
With 8 bright colours of clay and 35 eraser 
designs to choose from, you’ll never have 
to worry about making an error again. 
Make no mistake, this kit is fun for the whole 
family! 
Parents’ Choice Award

9 781338 037500

UPC  7-30767-21019-9
Age  8+ 
Trim  8" x 9"
ISBN  978-1-338-21019-4 $2699

MAKE YOUR OWN  
PUFFY STICKERS

Stickers are even better when they're 
squishy! Make 60 one-of-a-kind puffy 
stickers to spruce up your stuff. Comes 
with a Puffy Sticker Maker as well as full-
colour and colour-in illustrations to make 
your own. Sticker fanatics everywhere will 
love adding these custom designs to their 
collection.

9 781338 210194
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UPC  7-30767-10645-4
Age  6+ 
Trim  8" x 9"
ISBN  978-1-338-10645-9 $2999

MAKE YOUR OWN SOAP
Making soap has never been this easy! 
Klutz brings you a complete kit for melting 
and molding up to 10 soaps from scratch. 
With the included soap molds, bright 
colours, coconut papaya fragrance, soap 
stickers, and skin-safe glitter, you'll be well 
on your way to being squeaky-clean in 
no time.
The National Parenting Center

9 781338 106459

UPC  7-30767-32150-5
Age  8+ 
Trim  8" x 9"
ISBN  978-1-338-32150-0 $2999

MAKE YOUR OWN  
SOAP JELLIES

Put a little wiggle in your shower routine! 
Everything you need to make up to 12 
jellies comes in the box, including a 
custom mold with 6 fun shapes. Add 
colour tablets and glitter to make each 
jiggling jelly your own. Lather your soap 
jelly into an exfoliating DIY bath pouf for 
the full spa experience!  

9 781338 321500

UPC  7-30767-21021-2
Age  8+ 
Trim  8" x 9"
ISBN  978-1-338-21021-7 $2699

MAKE YOUR OWN  
STICK-ON PATCHES

Patches are the perfect way to add a 
little sparkle to your jackets, backpacks, 
phone cases, and more! With this kit, you'll 
learn to make 12 fluffy and shiny stick-on 
patches. It's as simple as layering the 
precut felt shapes, sewing them together, 
and attaching an adhesive back—no 
ironing required. Show off your creative 
flair by adding pizzazz to just 

9 781338 210217

UPC  7-30767-56618-0

$2999

MAKE YOUR OWN  
TINY CAMPER

Have you always dreamed of relaxing in 
your very own glamping-ready getaway? 
Well, get ready for a miniature crafty 
adventure with this build-it-yourself 
vintage camper! High-quality, easy-
to-assemble chipboard pieces build 
up quickly. Then the fun begins with 
customizing your home-on-wheels with 
more than 20 accessories—

Age  8+ 
Trim  8” x 1 1/4” x 9”
ISBN  978-1-338-56618-5 

9 781338 566185

UPC  7-30767-69214-8
Age  6+ 
Trim  10 3/8" x 9 ½"
ISBN  978-0-545-69214-4 $2499

THE MARVELOUS BOOK OF 
MAGICAL MERMAIDS

The Marvelous Book of Magical Mermaids 
comes with 6 glamorous paper mermaids,  
3 elegant seahorses, and 200+ fin-tastic 
punch-out fashions. Gorgeous mermaid 
tail fins in a variety of sparkly finishes add 
the final, magical touch.

9 780545 692144

UPC  7-30767-19264-8
Age  6+ 
Trim  10 ¼" x 9 ½"
ISBN  978-1-591-74926-4 $2499

THE MARVELOUS BOOK OF 
MAGICAL HORSES  
DRESS UP PAPER HORSES  
AND THEIR FAIRY FRIENDS

This book comes with 6 gorgeous 
paper ponies, 3 paper-doll fairies, and 
everything you need to dress them up to 
your heart’s content. Swap fashions easily 
with the removable sticky dots. Includes  
4 playscapes.

9 781591 749264

UPC  7-30767-27112-1
Age  8+ 
Trim  8" x 9"
ISBN  978-1-338-27112-6 $2899

MELT & MOLD JEWELRY
Design your own trendy jewelry by melting 
magical plastic pellets with warm water. 
That's right, just using warm water! Then, 
mold them into a cute cactus, mystical 
moon, or any of the 19 stylish shapes 
included in the silicone mold. Create 
up to 50 charms and make 10 different 
projects: pendant necklaces, rings, 
earrings and bracelets. Everyone will melt 
over how cute your creations are!

9 781338 271126

UPC  7-30767-32149-9
Age  10+ 
Trim  10 1/2” x 10”
ISBN  978-1-338-32149-4

METALLIC GLAM 
NAIL STUDIO

The glam life is right at your fingertips! 
Using the custom, two-sided tool and foil 
decals, you’ll learn how to “nail” more 
than 30 different nail art designs like 
unicorn magic, zodiac signs, mermaid 
scales, and more! The kit included high-
end nail polish in six stylish colours that will 
help you make sure your mani is picture 
perfect

9 781338 321494
$3299
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UPC  7-307677-7542-1
Age  7+ 
Trim  8 ¼” x 7 ½”
ISBN  978-1-338-77542-6 $2999

MINI CLAY WORLD CANDY CART
The perfect miniature scene for crafters 
with a sweet tooth! Dazzling candy-
colored clay and puffs of pastel cotton let 
you re-create all sorts of confectionery, 
from sour gummies to rainbow ribbon 
candy, tie-dye jawbreakers, swizzle sticks, 
clouds of cotton candy, and more!

ISBN 978-1-338-70220-0

9 781338 702200

BACKLISTKLUTZ CORE

9 781338 775426

UPC  7-30767-21020-5
Age  6+ 
Trim  8" x 9"
ISBN  978-1-338-21020-0 $2999

MINI BAKE SHOP 
MAKE 12 CLAY TREATS!

Create and decorate your own mini 
cakes, cookies and pies with easy-peasy, 
no BAKE, air-dry clay. Make faux flowers, 
stack on the sprinkles, add expressive 
faces, and display your clay creations on 
a mini-cake stand or in a bakery box. 
Free Klutz Day Kit available with purchase. 
See page X.

9 781338 210200

UPC  7-30767-70220-5
Age  6+ 
Trim  8 1/2” x 10 1/2” x 1 3/4”
ISBN  978-1-338-70220-0 $2999

MINI CLAY WORLD 
CUTE CAFÉ

Batter up! Serve tiny clay waffles fresh 
off the griddle in your own miniature 
bakery-café with al fresco dining. 
Oven-bake clay is perfect for sculpting 
your favorite sweet treats and adorable 
animals. Choose from 17 step-by-step 
projects, including donuts, macarons, 
croissants, and more! (Don’t forget 
the tiny café cats and bird friends.)

UPC  7-30767-64386-7
Age  8+ 
Trim  8” x 1 1/2” x 9”
ISBN  978-1-338-64386-2 $2999

MINI CLAY WORLD 
PET ADOPTION TRUCK

Calling all animal lovers! Build your own 
mobile pet adoption center and help 
these clay critters find their “furever” 
homes. Learn to make a variety of dog 
breeds, including a corgi, Chihuahua, 
Rottweiler, Dalmatian, and beagle, plus 
cats, birds, bunnies, and guinea pigs. You 
decide which animals you want to make 
with colorful clay and premade eyes to 
help make each creation picture 

UPC   7-30767-70319-6
Age  8+ 
Trim  8" x 9"
ISBN  978-0-545-70319-2 $2499

MINI POM-POM PETS  
MAKE YOUR OWN FUZZY FRIENDS

Kids can make tiny, totally adorable 
mini pom-pom pets on the prongs of an 
everyday dinner fork. With our step-
by-step Klutz-clear instructions, even a 
yarn newbie will wind up a pom-pom 
professional.
Parents’ Choice Award

9 780545 703192

UPC 7-30767-74521-9Age  7+ 
Trim  8 1/2” x 10 1/2” x 1 3/4”
ISBN  978-1-338-74521-4 $2999

MINI SUSHI BAR
Make 16 cute sushi characters using 
clay and mixed media. Learn about the 
art of making sushi as you roll and sculpt 
adorable food with faces. Clay chefs 
will learn the difference between sushi 
rolls, onigiri (rice balls), sashimi, mochi, 
and other treats from Japan. 
Then, build out your sushi spread by 
packing a papercraft bento box, or 
a fancy dinner display. Complete 
the scene with mealtime.

UPC  7-30767-35520-3
Age  8+ 
Trim  8" x 9"
ISBN  978-1-338-35520-8 $2999

MINI GROCERY STORE
Make a super-cute supermarket! Create 
more than 20 cute clay characters 
from every aisle of the grocery store: 
meat, produce, frozen food, and 
canned goods. Then make a papercraft 
shopping basket and grocery bag. 
Crystal-clear instructions show what clay 
measurements you need and custom 
foam shapes make challenging projects 
easier—just wrap the clay around them!

9 781338 355208
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BACKLISTKLUTZ CORE

ISBN 978-1-338-70219-4

9 781338 702194

UPC  7-30767-80264-6
Age  6+ 
Trim  8" x 9" 
ISBN  978-0-545-80264-2 $2999

NAIL ART  
OVER 35 EASY DESIGNS  
FOR LITTLE FINGERS

Kids can have style at their fingertips—not 
to mention bumblebees, berries, balloons, 
bears, and bubbles—and that’s just the 
beginning. From happy faces to spotted 
monsters, there’s something here to 
please even the most finicky fingers.
National Parenting Award

9 780545 802642

UPC  7-30767-56163-5
Age  10+ 
Trim  8 ¼" x 9 5/8"
ISBN  978-0-545-56163-1 $2999

NAIL STYLE STUDIO  
SIMPLE STEPS TO PAINTING 

25 STUNNING DESIGNS

Nail Style Studio is the perfect big sister 
to our bestselling Nail Art, providing step-
by-step instructions to create 25 tween-
approved designs. Our secret weapons 
make the intricate designs practically 
foolproof: a two-sided custom dotting 
tool makes tiny, perfect dots, and stick-on 
stencils define crisp, geometric shapes.

9 780545 561631

UPC 7-30767-74833-3
Age  6+ 
Trim  10 1/4” x 10” x 5/8”
ISBN  978-1-338-74833-8 $2499

PASTEL STUDIO 
More than a coloring book, this 
complete kit teaches budding artists 
how to feel confident using oil pastels. 
The included step-by-step instructions 
offer lessons to get layered, vibrant 
colors with texture and patterns, plus 
space to practice. Printed designs 
included in the coloring pages 
include cute animals, fun florals, 
and positive words of affirmation.

UPC  7-30767-70219-9
Age  8+ 
Trim  8 1/2” x 10 1/2” x 1 3/4”
ISBN  978-1-338-70219-4 $2699

PAINT & PEEL 
JELLY STICKERS

Make your own reusable stickers! Use 
custom Jelly Paint to trace sticker 
designs from penguins to rainbows, 
then simply let the paint dry. This kit 
comes with everything you need to 
make up to 60 reusable stickers and 
then decorate them with rhinestones 
and wiggly eyes. These stickers 
are perfect for phone cases.

UPC  7-30767-26467-3
Age  8+ 
Trim  10 ½" x 8 ½"
ISBN  978-1-338-26467-8 $2299

PAINTED ROCKS
Transform ordinary, humble rocks into 
authentic art. This kit features full-colour 
photography and instructions for rock-
painting. Comes with eight acrylic paints, 
one paint brush, four pairs of googly 
eyes, over 100 design ideas, and one 
river-smooth rock, 30 million years in the 
making.

9 781338 264678

UPC  7-30767-48307-4
Age  7+ 
Trim  10" x 12"
ISBN  978-1-57054-830-7 $2299

THE KLUTZ BOOK OF  
PAPER AIRPLANES

This big book comes complete with 
step-by-step instructions for 10 aerobatic 
amazements. Also includes 40 sheets of 
flight-tested, ready-to-fold paper printed 
on both sides in a variety of patterns.
Free Klutz Day Kit available with purchase. 
See page 38.
Oppenheim Toy Portfolio Award  
Parents’ Choice Award

9 781570 548307

UPC  7-30767-44936-0
Age  8+ 
Trim  9 ¼" x 11"
ISBN  978-0-545-44936-6 $2299

PAPER FLYING DRAGONS
Made of sturdy card stock, these 
12 fearsome, stunning dragons are 
ready to fold and fly. Use expert tips to 
build a custom dragon, then read on 
for fascinating dragon facts written by 
award-winning science-fiction author Pat 
Murphy.

9 780545 449366

UPC  7-30767-79864-2
Age  6+ 
Trim  8 5/8" x 9 ½"
ISBN  978-0-545-79864-8 $1999

DRESS UP YOUR OWN  
PAPER PUPS

Meet five adorable paper pups to 
pamper, dress up, and tote around. Their 
fabulous wardrobes offer outfits for every 
season, and their accessories range from 
the indispensable (food bowls, bones, 
and hair curlers) to the extravagant (a 
tutu). Plus, just in case the pups don’t feel 
up to prancing, there’s a punch-out dog 
carrier to take the fashion show on the 
road. Call it puppy love, Klutz style.

9 780545 798648
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UPC  7-30767-35521-0
Age  8+ 
Trim  8" x 9"
ISBN  978-1-338-35521-5 $2699

ROLL ON LIPGLOSS STUDIO
Colorful crystals, flowers, and glitter 
floating in clear lip gloss make this kit 
as fun to look at as it is to use. Start with 
personality quizzes to help you choose 
the perfect combo of gems, glitter, and 
flowers. Our unique formula of shiny gloss 
includes soothing aloe and sweet peachy 
flavor. Add polish to your lips with themes 
like unicorns, crystals, and galaxy. Then try 
DIY lip care recipes featuring easy-to-find 
ingredients like honey and sugar. 

9 781338 355215

UPC  7-30767-27128-2

$2999

Age  10+ 
Trim  8" x 9"
ISBN  978-1-338-27128-7

SEW MINI GARDENS
We’re digging these four gardens full 
of felt friends! Watch your sewing skills 
bloom as you stitch 18 different plants and 
garden friends. You’ll learn how to make 
cuddly cacti, sweet succulents, cute 
carnivorous plants, a variety of bugs, and 
even a little garden gnome.

BACKLISTKLUTZ CORE

UPC  7-30767-35525-8
Age  8+ 
Trim  8" x 9"
ISBN  978-1-338-35525-3 $2699

POM POM BACKPACK CLIPS
Adorable fluffy goodness you can take on 
the go! Make 6 keychains that will pom-
ify your backpack, jacket, or anything 
else you can clip them to. Choose from 
9 designs like a fluffly unicorn or glitter 
monogram, and then learn basic sewing 
skills as you transform the deluxe, extra-
large pom-poms into trendy accessories. 
Make each keychain yours by adding 
glitter foam pieces, smaller pom-poms, or 
making your own tassels!

9 781338 355253

UPC  7-30767-85856-8
Age  10+ 
Trim  9 ½” x 8 ½”
ISBN  978-0-545-85856-4 $2099

PERSONALIZED FRIENDSHIP 
BRACELETS

Be best friends forever with Personalized 
Friendship Bracelets. Choose from more 
than 150 designs and 5 floss colours 
to make bold bracelets. Once you’ve 
mastered the techniques, create your 
own patterns for a style statement that’s 
100% Y-O-U.

9 780545 858564

UPC  7-30767-10643-0
Age  8+ 
Trim  8" x 9"
ISBN  978-1-338-10643-5 $2499

POM-POM KITTIES
Looking for the purr-fect pet? A follow- up 
to Klutz's Pom-Pom Puppies, this kit is made 
especially for cat enthusiasts everywhere. 
Choose from 7 types of cats to make 3 of 
your very own feline friends. Use simple 
colour charts to wrap yarn on our exclusive 
pom-pom maker to make the kitty's 
head and body. Then adorn them with 
captivating cat eyes and custom punch-
out collars and tags to complete your 
litter of paw-sitively awesome kitties. We 
promise you'll be smitten for your kittens. 

9 781338 106435

UPC  7-30767-56164-2
Age  8+ 
Trim  8" x 9"
ISBN  978-0-545-56164-8 $2499

POM-POM PUPPIES  
MAKE YOUR OWN ADORABLE DOGS

Our exclusive pom-pom maker lets kids 
wrap, snap, and snip their way to a 
perfect pom-pom, and then follow the 
simple instructions to create the most 
popular dog breeds. Punch-outs provide 
all the extras every pup requires. It’s 
everything you need to make doggone 
cute new best friends.
FamilyFun Toy of the Year Award

9 780545 561648

UPC  7-30767-15884-2
Age  10+ 
Trim  10" x 9"
ISBN  978-1-338-15884-7

PUNCH YARN PILLOW
Craft your very own decorative pillow with 
Klutz! Choose from eight fun designs, and 
then use our yarn and custom punch-
needle tool to create a super-soft pillow 
top. Add stuffing, sew it up, and you’re 
done! 

$3299
9 781338 158847

UPC  7-30767-44943-8
Age  8+ 
Trim  9" x 9"
ISBN  978-0-545-44943-4 $2299

POTHOLDERS AND OTHER 
LOOPY PROJECTS

Clear instructions, a sturdy loom, and a 
generous supply of our custom-made, 
stretchy loops result in goof-proof pot 
holder perfection. Make a picture 
frame, a purse, a mighty cute chicken, 
and more. Our top-quality loops are so 
popular they even get fan mail!

9 780545 449434

9 781338 271287
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UPC  7-30767-79273-2
Age  7+ 
Trim  8 ¼” x 10 ¼” 
ISBN  978-1-338-79273-7 $1299

STICKER PHOTO MOSAIC:  
CATS & KITTENS

Create 12 mini posters with a fun search-
and-find activity by matching tiny stickers 
featuring hundreds of adorable cats and 
kittens! Simply pick out a mosaic you 
would like to create. Then, find the page 
with the corresponding stickers. Sit back 
and start sticking to create a purr-fect 
mosaic masterpiece!

BACKLISTKLUTZ CORE

ISBN 978-1-338-64376-3

9 781338 643763

9 781338 792737

9 781338 702217

UPC  7-30767-10644-7 UPC  7-30767-70221-2
Age  8+ 
Trim  8" x 9"
ISBN  978-1-338-10644-2

Age  10+ 
Trim  8 ¼” x 7 ½”
ISBN  978-1-338-70221-7$2999 $2999

SEW MINI ANIMALS  
MORE THAN 12 ANIMAL PLUSHIES  

TO STITCH & STUFF

Stitch and stuff an assortment of fuzzy 
animals from felt! These mini plushies 
deliver full-size fun, and everything you 
need to make up to 14 animals is included. 
Add extra accessories like hats, bows, and 
glasses to personalize your animals. We 
must admit, they rate pretty high on the 
look-what-I-made scale of satisfaction.
Parents’ Choice Award

SEW YOUR OWN ICE CREAM 
ANIMALS

Learn to sew with the most delicious-
looking projects ever! Each scoop of ice 
cream is also an animal, including a cat, 
koala, bunny, and more.

9 781338 106442

UPC  7-30767-90652-8
Age  10+ 
Trim  8" x 9"
ISBN  978-0-545-90652-4 $2899

SEW MINI TREATS
Make your own felt food with fabulous 
faces. Includes instructions, patterns, 
and materials for more than 18 cheerful, 
itty-bitty food items. It’s an instant recipe 
for fun!
National Parenting    Award 
A FamilyFun Toy Fair Favourite 
ASTRA’s Best Toys for Kids 
Parents’ Choice Award

9 780545 906524

UPC  7-30767-56621-0

$2999

SEW YOUR OWN  
FLUFFY CAT PILLOW

Sew your own décor with cat-titude! 
Choose from one of five meow-velous 
styles to create a pillow that matches your 
personality. Mermaid Cat sports a seashell 
collar, Feline Fashionista is complete with 
beret and oversized sunglasses, Fancy 
Kitty has a fabulous sequin tiara, Smart 
Kitten wears adorable nerd glasses, and 
Spa Kitty is ready to relax in her sparkly 
sleeping mask. With the step-by-step

9 781338 566215

Age  10+ 
Trim  10” x 1 3/4” x 9”
ISBN  978-1-338-56621-5 

UPC  7-30767-27105-3
Age  10+ 
Trim  10" x 9"
ISBN  978-1-338-27105-8 $2899

SEW YOUR OWN  
FURRY LLAMA PILLOW

Stitch and stuff a furry friend with a 
touch a personality! Everything you 
need is included in this kit including 
super soft faux fur and beautiful pre-cut 
patterns. Give your llama extra drama by 
customizing it's expression and adding a 
variety of trendy accessories to complete 
the look. With this activity kit you'll have a 
super fluffy, furry pet llama in no time. It’s 
SEW "llamazing”! 

9 781338 271058

UPC  7-30767-56615-9 

$2999

SEW YOUR OWN  
DONUT ANIMALS

Sew up a half dozen super sweet donuts 
full of adorable animal personality! The 
kit comes with everything you need (even 
a donut box!) to whip up adorable felt 
plushies. The crystal-clear instructions go 
through all the steps—from threading a 
needle and practicing stitches to adding 
fancy toppings and decorations—so 
when you finish, you’ll be a master donut 
maker! Each donut has its own flavorfulAge  8+ 

Trim  8” x 1 3/4” x 9”
ISBN  978-1-338-56615-4

9 781338 566154

UPC  978-1-338-64376-3 

$2999

SEW SQUISHY CUBES
Designed for beginners, the kit includes 
everything you need to make 3 squishy 
felt creations: a unicorn, a phoenix, and 
an on-trend yeti. Each animal is made 
with felt pieces precut with holes for 
extra-simple sewing. Once your projects 
are stitched and stuffed, customize 
each cube with stickers and faux fur 
with felt-friendly double-stick tape.

Age  7+ 
Trim  8 1/2” x 10 1/2” x 1 3/4”
ISBN  978-1-338-64376-3 
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UPC  7-30767-35522-7
Age  10+ 
Trim  8" x 9"
ISBN  978-1-338-35522-2 $2999

UPC  N/A 
Age  7+ 
Trim  7” x 9”
ISBN  978-1-338-74529-0 $1699

STAINED GLASS ART
Sun’s out, fun’s out! Color in sun-sational 
art to suit your style, then display your 
masterpiece in a window to let the sun 
shine through. Double-tipped markers 
create a beautiful effect, almost 
like watercolor, on the preprinted 
see-through pages. Cut out smaller 
pieces of window art to make banners, 
bunting, and sun catchers. On-trend 
designs include cute animals, sweet 
treats, and positive quotes and sayings.

SEW YOUR OWN  
UNICORN CAKE PILLOW

Everyone’s favorite mythical creature joins 
forces with everyone’s favorite dessert in 
this super-magical kit! With crystal-clear 
instructions, you’ll learn how to sew a soft 
and sparkly decorative pillow that looks 
good enough to eat using techniques like 
whip stitching, basting, and gathering. 
You’ll have tons of options to decorate 
your cake!

9 781338 355222

UPC  7-30767-35519-7
Age  10+ 
Trim  8" x 9"
ISBN  978-1-338-35519-2 $2999

UPC  7-30767-70321-9
Age  10+ 
Trim  8" x 9"
ISBN  978-0-545-70321-5 $2699

STRING ART
String art used to be just for squares (and 
triangles and other geometric shapes), 
but our new string-art system opens up a 
whole new world of possibilities. From cute 
critters to fashionable flowers to trendy 
typography, kids can make everything in 
the book after learning just three simple 
techniques.

9 780545 703215

SEW YOUR OWN  
LIGHT-UP CIRCUIT ART

These works of art are electrifying! 
Choose from 3 electric designs, and then 
spark your creativity by stitching sewable 
LEDs to a battery with conductive thread. 
The custom frame perfectly tucks away 
the included battery pack so it’s ready 
to hang up. Kids will be delighted that 
they’re learning the science of electricity 
and basic sewing techniques!

9 781338 355192

UPC  7-30767-64373-7
Age  7+ 
Trim  8” x 1 3/4” x 9”
ISBN  978-1-338-64373-2 $2999

SEW YOUR OWN  
UNICORN BUNNY SLIPPERS

A fresh twist on classic bunny slippers—
now with unicorn magic! Lounge around 
in slippers you designed and made 
yourself. Precut pieces take care of the 
prep work for you, so you can start sewing 
right away! The projects are designed 
to be oh-sew-easy, even if you’ve never 
sewn a stitch before. Felt stickers make 
decorating your critter a breeze, and 

BACKLISTKLUTZ CORE

ISBN 978-1-338-74529-0

9 781338 745290

UPC  7-30767-15885-9
Age  8+ 
Trim  8" x 9"
ISBN  978-1-338-15885-4 $2899

STITCH & STYLE POUCHES
Stitch and style 7 petite pouches with 
button or zipper closures. Choose from 
20 charming designs and 7 colours of felt 
to create the perfect pouch. Then, use 
them to stash anything – coins, small toys, 
and more. It’s the perfect accessory to 
hold your tiny treasures.  

9 781338 158854

UPC  7-30767-39634-3
Age  8+ 
Trim  9 ¼" x 11"
ISBN  978-0-545-39634-9 $2699

STAR WARS® FOLDED FLYERS
Fold 6 starfighters that speed through 
the living room as well as they do in outer 
space. Each galactic vehicle exterior is 
Star Wars authentic to the last bolt. We 
include enough paper to fold 5 copies of 
each design, plus a few spares, just in case.
Free Klutz Day Kit available with purchase. 
See page X.
Parents’ Choice Award 
Tillywig Toy Award

9 780545 396349

UPC  7-30767-56166-6
Age  8+ 
Trim  9 ¼" x 9 ¼"
ISBN  978-0-545-56166-2 $2499

STENCIL ART
Stencil Art comes with an 8-colour 
pigment-ink pad and 8 foam-tipped 
dabbers. Squish the foam tip on the ink 
pad and then dab vibrant colour right 
in the book. Plastic stencil sheets can be 
used to make everything from ladybugs 
to aliens, and special abstract stencils go 
together to make any shape.
Oppenheim Toy Portfolio Award

9 780545 561662
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UPC 7-30767-74524-0
Age  8+ 
Trim  8 1/2” x 10 1/2” x 1 3/4”
ISBN  978-1-338-74524-5  $2699

TINY CERAMICS STUDIO
An entire pottery workshop is inside 
this kit—wheel included! Learn 
hand-building techniques with clay 
using a turntable and miniature 
bowl molds. Let your creations 
air-dry, then paint them with vivid 
colors. Finally, glaze your pots, 
plates, bowls, and vases with clear 
glaze to get that artisanal finish.

UPC  N/A
Age  6+ 
Trim  7” x 9”
ISBN  978-1-338-74528-3 $999

THE ULTIMATE INVISIBLE 
INK ACTIVITY BOOK

Battling the I-Have-Nothing-To-Do 
Blues? The solution is hiding in plain 
sight! Use the specialty pen with 
invisible ink and UV light to write, 
reveal, and uncover hidden notes 
and images on every page. Solve 
the mystery of the stolen rainbow 
cupcake, draw constellations in 
the stars, and laugh yourself silly 
with read-and-reveal jokes. 

UPC  7-30767-64389-8
Age  6+ 
Trim  8” x 1 1/4” x 9”
ISBN  978-1-338-64389-3 $2699

TINY ART STUDIO
The art may be tiny, but the creativity is 
unlimited! This kit includes small-scale 
(yet still usable) versions of art supplies, 
including paint, colored pencils, and 
more. Sprinkled throughout are sidebars 
on the artists and art history behind 
the tongue-in-cheek takes on classics 
by famous artists including Frida Kahlo, 
Vincent Van Gogh, Piet Mondrian, 
Leonardo di Vinci, and more. Extra 
blank canvases let budding artists 
express

UPC  7-30767-03756-7
Age  6+ 
Trim  10 ¾" x 10"
ISBN  978-1-338-03756-2 $2499

WATERCOLOR CRUSH
What comes after colouring? 
Watercolouring, of course! This kit includes 
everything you need: 18 high-quality 
illustrated watercolour pages, a book with 
tips and techniques to help you express 
your inner artist, 7 premium paints, an art-
quality brush, and a mixing tray. You’ve 
never had a watercolour crush quite like 
this! 

9 781338 037562

UPC  7-30767-77540-7
Age  6+ 
Trim  8 ¼” x 7 ½”
ISBN  978-1-338-77540-2 $2999

SAND PAINTING STUDIO
Make mesmerizing sand art, inspired by 
swirling tie-dye colors! This kit include 6 
artwork boards, a photo frame and lots 
of tropical-inspired punch-out motifs from 
sea turtles to swirly ice cream cones with 
positive words of wisdom.

UPC  7-30767-35658-3
Age  6+ 
Trim  10" x 10"
ISBN  978-1-338-35658-8 $2499

WATERCOLOR DREAMS
Watercolor made easy...and dreamy! 
Paint 20 delightful watercolor designs, 
including cute woodland animal friends, 
magical mermaids, tropical birds, 
inspirational quotes, sweet treats, and 
more! Learn how to use watercolors in 
the basic skills section up front, and then 
advance your skills as you learn different 
types of brushwork, blend colors, and 
create amazing special effects with paint 
on high quality watercolor paper.

9 781338 356588

UPC  7-30767-32872-6

$2699

Age  10+ 
Trim  8" x 9"
ISBN  978-1-338-32872-1

MAKE YOUR OWN 
SUN CATCHERS

Colour your room with sunshine! Using 
the colourful, translucent sheets, create 
no-glass stained glass from over 60 trendy 
designs with shapes like unicorns, UFOs, 
whales, and more! Turn your creations into 
mesmerizing mobiles with the included 
supplies.

9 781338 328721

UPC  7-30767-72269-2
Age  8+ 
Trim  8 1/2” x 10 1/2” x 1 3/4”
ISBN  978-1-338-72269-7 $2699

TINY FASHION STUDIO
Unleash your inner fashion designer! 
Learn how to turn your stylish dreams 
into a small-scale paper fashion 
collection. (No sewing machine 
required.) Simply choose your paper 
from more than 40 trendy patterns, 
trace the stencil shapes, and cut out 
your new fabulous fashions. Once 
you’ve made your favorite looks, hang 
them on real metal mini hangers and 
display them on a miniature clothing.

BACKLISTKLUTZ CORE

9 781338 775402

ISBN 978-1-338-72269-7

9 781338 722697

ISBN 978-1-338-74528-3

9 781338 745283
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UPC 7-30767-74522-6
Age  7+ 
Trim  8 1/2” x 10 1/2” x 2 2/4” 
ISBN  978-1-338-74522-1 $3299

WILD ABOUT HORSES
It’s watercolor—with a surprise twist! 
As you paint, reveal hidden designs 
in our invisible, paint-resistant “ink.” 
Uncover patterns in scenes with 
adorable animals, a star-studded 
galaxy, whimsical fairies, and more! 
Follow step-by-step instructions to learn 
the basics of watercolor and work up 
to more intermediate techniques like 
ombré and tie-dye with 20 pieces of 
adorable, ready-to-paint artworks. 

UPC  7-30767-78474-4
Age  6+ 
Trim  6 ½”  x 4 ¼”
ISBN  978-1-338-78474-9 $1299

WATERCOLOR WISHES 
POSTCARD KIT

Paint 18 postcard-sized pieces, with 6 
premium colors of watercolor paint and 
a paintbrush. Each page is preprinted 
with artwork with trendy, gender-neutral 
designs from cute animals to positive 
words of wisdom.

UPC  7-30767-71693-6
Age  7+ 
Trim  8” x 9” x 1 1/4”
ISBN  978-1-338-71693-1 $2499

UPC  7-30767-27118-3
Age  8+ 
Trim  10" x 9"
ISBN  978-1-338-27118-8 $2999

YARN ART
Weave some boho-chic into your room's 
décor! Using the custom frames, create 
3 ready-to-hang works of art using 3 types 
of colourful yarn. Add fringe, felt, sequins, 
pom-poms, and beads to make each 
masterpiece your own. This kit will have 
you “yarn-ing” to make more!

WATERCOLOR WONDERS
It’s watercolor—with a surprise twist! 
As you paint, reveal hidden designs 
in our invisible, paint-resistant “ink.” 
Uncover patterns in scenes with 
adorable animals, a star-studded 
galaxy, whimsical fairies, and more! 
Follow step-by-step instructions to learn 
the basics of watercolor and work up 
to more intermediate techniques like 
ombré and tie-dye with 20 pieces of 
adorable, ready-to-paint artworks. 

KLUTZ MAKER LAB BACKLIST

UPC  7-30767-27124-4Age  8+ 
Trim  9 ¾" x 11 ¾"
ISBN  978-1-338-27124-9

AIR BLAST CANNON
Ready, aim, blast! Using the fun and clear 
instruction book, construct a moveable, 
air-powered cannon and fire away at 
the included targets. Makers will explore 
the physics of projectiles, the mechanics 
of pneumatics, and how they work in 
everyday machines—like bicycle pump.

9 781338 271249
$3299

Age  8+ 
Trim  7" x 9"
ISBN  978-1-338-32582-9

ARCADE CLAW GAME
Get pulley-ed into mechanical 
engineering! Construct your very own 
claw machine by building a frame, 
wrapping string around a pulley system, 
and attaching a claw. Learn all about 
the physics of pulleys and the real-life 
applications of claws. 

UPC  7-30767-32582-4

9 781338 325829
$3299

UPC  7-30767-15966-5
Age  8+ 
Trim  9 ¾" x 11 ¾"
ISBN  978-1-338-15966-0

CIRCUIT GAMES 
BUILD & PLAY 5 GAMES!

Spark your interest in circuitry! Get ready 
to be amazed with this electrifying 
combination of five circuit games to 
build from scratch. Use actual electronic 
components to construct a DIY operation 
game, compete with friends in a Space 
Loop race, assemble a quiz show board, 
and more. A step-by-step book of 
instructions will teach you how to be a 
maker by adding wires, LEDs, and buzzers 
for super-charged fun. 

$3299
9 781338 159660

UPC  7-30767-64382-9
Age  8+ 
Trim  8” x 11 3/4” x 1 3/4”
ISBN  978-1-338-64382-4

DIY RAINBOW CATCHER
Color your world with rainbows! This clever snap-
together rainbow maker catches sunlight and 
projects tiny rainbows into your room like a disco 
ball. The included book is chockfull of information 
about how rainbows form: the science of sunlight, 
prisms, and the very special weather conditions 
under which rainbows might appear. Activities and 
experiments include different ways you can mimic 
rainbow effects, including rainbow slime.
2021 Toy of the Year Finalist 

$3299

9 781338 784749

BACKLISTKLUTZ CORE

9 781338 271188

ISBN 978-1-338-71693-1

9 781338 716931
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UPC  7-30767-57572-4
Age  8+ 
Trim  7" x 9"
ISBN  978-1-338-57572-9

ROCKS GEMS, & GEODES
The colorful rocks you explore with this kit 
will open up the world of earth science 
and geology! Kick-start your very own 
rock collection with the 36 stones. Then 
use the included crystal powder and 
mold to grow a geode formation. Collect 
rocks and conduct experiments, such as a 
scratch test and float test, to discover their 
hidden properties. You’ll even learn how 
to make your very own rock tumbler. Use 
the fact-filled book to keep exploring the 
world around you! 

9 781338 575729

$3299

GUMBALL MACHINE 
BUILD A MACHINE THAT REALLY WORKS!

Perfect for any budding engineer with 
a sweet tooth! Make your own gumball 
machine with step-by-step book of 
instructions, adjustable ramps, custom 
snaps and bumper guides. Then, keep 
the ball rolling with other gumball-
related science experiments using simple 
machines. It's a ball of fun! 
Gumballs not included. 

UPC  7-30767-15965-8
Age  8+ 
Trim  9 ¾" x 11 ¾"
ISBN  978-1-338-15965-3

9 781338 159653
$3299

LIGHT-UP ROCK &  
GEM COLLECTION

Get the stone-cold facts on rocks! 
Packed with 29 unique rocks, gems, and 
minerals, this is the perfect kit to start or 
expand a rock collection. Build a color-
changing light-up display with an agate 
slice: use it as a lamp, or study the stones 
up close with the included magnifying 
glass. Learn fun facts about each rock.

ISBN 978-1-338-70226-2

9 781338 702262

UPC  7-30767-70226-7Age  8+ 
Trim  8” x 11 3/4” x 1 3/4”
ISBN  978-1-338-70226-2 $3299

MISTING VOLCANO
A new take on the classic volcano 
science project. Connect together 
the electronics which use ultrasonic 
technology to turn water vapor into misty 
clouds that billow from a glowing volcano 
model. Learn about Volcanology as well 
at circuitry and ultrasonic sound waves.

9 781338 775457

Age  7+ 
Trim  8 ¼” x 7 ½”
ISBN  978-1-338-77545-7

UPC  7-30767-77545-2

$3299

UPC  7-30767-32584-8
Age  8+ 
Trim  9 3/4” x 11 3/4” x 2 1/2”
ISBN  978-1-338-32584-3

RADIO BOOMBOX
Engineer a real, working FM radio by 
connecting electronic components, 
including a magnetic speaker, to a 
receiver module with a working antenna 
and buttons for tuning and volume. 

3 AAA batteries not included.

$3299

UPC  7-30767-27125-1
Age  8+ 
Trim  9 ¾" x 11 ¾"
ISBN  978-1-338-27125-6

WIRED REMOTE RACE CAR
Makers, start your engines! Power your 
interest in circuitry and engineering with 
this DIY wired remote race car. This kit 
includes everything you need to build a 
chipboard craft car and learn the basics 
of wiring and switches. The included 
instruction book will have you zooming 
around in no time!
2 AA batteries not included. 

9 781338 271256
$3299

NEW KLUTZ MAKER LAB SPRING 2021NEW KLUTZ MAKER LAB SPRING 2021KLUTZ MAKER LAB BACKLIST

UPC  7-30767-58924-0
Age  8+ 
Trim  8” x 1 3/4” x 11 3/4”
ISBN  978-1-338-58924-5

ULTIMATE SPY VAULT  
& CODE KIT

Discover the top secret, spy-tacular 
world of espionage with this complete 
spy kit. Assemble a double-security lock 
with a combination code and key to 
hide your most prized possessions. Then 
use the included buzzer and electronic 
components to build a really working 
door alarm or pressure plate to keep your 
valuables from prying eyes. 

9 781338 589245
$3299
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UPC  7-30767-80100-7
Age  4+ 
Trim  TBC
ISBN  978-1-338-80100-2 $2699

CRAFT AND SNUGGLE:  
MY PET UNICORN

Calling all unicorn lovers! This kit comes 
with everything you need to help your 
new unicorn friend feel right at home, 
with a stuffed unicorn toy, adoption 
certificate, and all the craft supplies you 
need to make an assortment of adorable 
accessories.

NEW KLUTZ JR.

$2199
UPC  7-30767-35528-9

Age  4+ 
Trim  9 3/4" x 10 1/4"
ISBN  978-1-338-35528-4

MY DINO FINGER PUPPETS
Our custom finger puppet forms allow 
kids to magically transform air-dry clay 
into playable, portable, prehitoric pets. 
With tons of stickers, eyes, and paper 
accessories, each dinosaur can be as 
unique as a child’s imagination. Make an 
egg for your dino to hang-out in and learn 
real dino facts in the 24-page instruction 
book.

9 781338 355284

UPC  7-30767-93240-4
Age  4+ 
Trim  7" x 10 ½"
ISBN  978-0-545-93240-0 $1999

MY CLAY CRITTERS
Made especially for little hands learning 
fine-motor skills, this book and craft kit is 
ready for kids to dive right in and make 10 
adorable ocean critters. With 6 colours of 
air-dry clay, a special shaping tool, and 
colourful precut and custom pieces, kids 
can follow simple step-by-step instructions 
to create their own underwater adventures.
Free Klutz Jr. Event Kit available with 
purchase. See page X.
Parents’ Choice Award 
The National Parenting Center

9 780545 932400

UPC  7-30767-21624-5
Age  4+ 
Trim  7" x 8 ¾"
ISBN  978-1-338-21624-0 $1699

MY CLOTHESPIN ZOO
A monkey, and tiger, and panda, oh my! 
Bring the entire zoo home (in one simple 
activity kit)! Your youngest crafters will 
love creating ten adorable animals from 
colourful clothespins.
Free Klutz Jr. Event Kit available with 
purchase. See page 39.

9 781338 216240

UPC  7-30767-93244-2
Age  4+ 
Trim  7" x 8 ¾"
ISBN  978-0-545-93244-8 $1699

MY EGG CARTON ANIMALS
Children’s imaginations run wild as they 
transform egg cartons into 6 barnyard 
animals. Specially made egg cartons 
tear apart and glue easily. Fun animal 
facts throughout the book give an added 
giggle as kids paint and add googly eyes, 
cotton balls, and precut accessories to 
make their very own farm animal friends. 
Free Klutz Jr. Event Kit available with 
purchase. See page X.
The National Parenting Center

9 780545 932448

UPC  7-30767-70222-9
Age  4+ 
Trim  9  3/4” x 2” x 10  1/4”
ISBN  978-1-338-70222-4 $2699

UPC  7-30767-15960-3

$2699

Age  4+ 
Trim  9 ¾" x 10 ¼"
ISBN  978-1-338-15960-8

MY FAIRY WISH KIT
Kids will love welcoming their tiny magical 
friends with this fairy welcoming kit. 
Complete with over 10 keepsake projects 
and special instructions on how to 
summon a visit from your favourite fairy 
while they’re sleeping, this kit is essential 
to make all of their wishes come true. Kids 
can decorate a fairy door, dress up a 
special fairy doll, craft a wand, and more, 
to turn the experience into the perfect 
fairy-tale.

MY CAT MERMAID & FRIENDS
Simple sewing goes under the sea! Build 
fine motor skills and learn to sew with a 
cat-tastic mermaid and her sweet sea 
critter friends. Start with simple lacing 
cards featuring a seashell and sea star, 
before you dive into the 3 felt projects: 
seahorse, narwhal, and a cute cat 
mermaid. Get creative by decorating 
your undersea friends with felt stickers 
and glittery embellishments. (Because 
every mermaid needs a crown!) 

SPRING 2021KLUTZ JR. Backlist

SPRING 2021

UPC  7-30767-64392-8

$2699

Age  4+ 
Trim  9  3/4” x 2” x 10  1/4”
ISBN  978-1-338-64392-3

MY FAIRY WANDS  
AND WINGS

Fanciful fairies will love creating their own 
crowns, wings, and wands. Lush artwork 
includes flowers, leaves, snowflakes, shells, 
and starfish to assemble into adjustable 
fairy crowns. The wings loop easily around 
little fairies’ arms. Make two smaller 
pixie-sized wands and one deluxe wand 
by filling the tubes with glitter, and then 
assembling beads, ribbon

ISBN 978-1-338-70222-4

9 781338 702224

9 781338 801002 9 781338 159608
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SPRING 2021

$2699
UPC  7-30767-35526-5

Age  4+ 
Trim  9 3/4" x 10 1/4"
ISBN  978-1-338-35526-0

MY FUN & FUZZY 
HEADBAND SALON

Little Makers will channel their favorite 
animal with these trendy hair accessories 
they make themselves! Bend 3 different 
designs with super fuzzy, pre-cut stems and 
custom foam ear shapers, then add self-
adhesive bows, jewels, and glitter foam 
accessories to make the look your own. 
Attaching them is as easy as sliding them 
onto the included clips or headband and 
you’re ready to rock your wild style!

9 781338 355260

UPC  7-30767-58922-6
Age  4+ 
Trim  9  3/4” x 2” x 10  1/4”
ISBN  978-1-338-58922-1 $2699

MY MERMAID SOAP
Swim with mermaids, in your own bathtub! 
Squish the special no-heat soap powder 
with water, glitter, and pineapple scent 
to make six soaps – three adorable 
mermaids and three sea turtles or jellyfish. 
Choose from three colors of soap, 5 colors 
of hair, and 2 colors of jellyfish tentacles 
for tons of opportunity to customize your 
creations. Just mix-up your liquid soap, 
press the soap and water-proof fabric

9 781338 589221

UPC  7-30767-58923-3
Age  4+ 
Trim  9  3/4” x 2” x 10  1/4”
ISBN  978-1-338-58923-8 $2699

MY MIX & MATCH 
NECKLACES

Little makers can express themselves 
with cute, colorful, utterly charming 
necklaces! Make five necklaces chockfull 
of mix-and-match materials featuring 
adorable 3-D felt characters and themes 
like fiesta, camping, desserts, sweets, or 
rainbows. Learn patterns by following the 
step-by-step instructions to string beads 
and stack felt charms in the order shown. 

9 781338 589238

UPC  7-30767-15953-5
Age  4+ 
Trim  7" x 8 ¾"
ISBN  978-1-338-15953-0 $1699

MY FANTASTIC FOAM
Kids can create colourful works of art with 
simple step-by-step instructions to build 
people, pets, and more, with over 200 
fantastic foam shapes. This book and craft 
kit includes a sketch pad full of removable 
pages, which makes it easy for little hands 
to layer the foam and decorations with 
ease. Just pour out the foam pieces, open 
the glue, and let the “foam” begin! 

9 781338 159530

UPC  7-30767-15955-9
Age  4+ 
Trim  9 ¾" x 10 ¼" 
ISBN  978-1-338-15955-4 $2699

MY LITTLE NIGHT LIGHT
Kids won’t be afraid of the dark when they 
can make their very own night light. This 
DIY night light kit comes with four different 
backgrounds, five landscapes, and over 
50 punch-outs that can be mixed and 
matched to create 3D scenes that glow  
at night. It’s surely a dream come true!
3 AAA batteries not included.

9 781338 159554

UPC  7-30767-93246-6
Age  4+ 
Trim  7" x 8 ¾"
ISBN  978-0-545-93246-2 $1699

MY HAND ART
The turkey may have started it all, but this 
hands-on experience teaches kids how to 
draw unique hand-art designs—including 
a car, cat, sea monster, and more —by 
tracing their very own hands. Pom-poms, 
googly eyes, glue, and crayons are all 
included to promote fine-motor skills and 
make this the handiest book and craft kit 
around!

9 780545 932462

UPC  7-30767-64393-5
Age  4+ 
Trim  9  3/4” x 2” x 10  1/4”
ISBN  978-1-338-64393-0 $2699

MY FIRST ROCK &  
GEM COLLECTION

Junior gemologists will “dig” learning 
about rocks and minerals with this 
beginner’s collection. The kit includes 8 
polished rock samples, such as turquoise, 
amethyst, rose quartz, lemon jade, and 
more PLUS a surprise rock that they will 
unearth in the dig kit. The field guide 
introduces easy-to-follow STEM content, 
including fun facts and jokes.



NEW KLUTZ JR. SPRING 2022

UPC  7-30767-27129-9
Age  4+ 
Trim  7" x 10 ½"
ISBN  978-1-338-27129-4 $1999

MY SIMPLE SEWING
It’s sew simple to make your own food 
friends! Little makers will start by practising 
on 2 cardstock practice projects with our 
specially designed plastic needle safe 
for small hands. Then using the pre-cut 
and pre-punched felt, kids will create 3 
cute projects—a pizza pouch, a cookie 
keychain, and a cupcake plushy. It’s the 
sweetest way to build fine motor skills and 
learn how to sew!

9 781338 271294

UPC  7-30767-32151-2
Age  4+ 
Trim  9 3/4" x 10 1/4"
ISBN  978-1-338-32151-7 $2699

MY SQUISHY SOAP DOUGH
Make bath time fun that squishes and 
stretches! Simply mix the glycerin and 
one of the three included soap powders, 
and then mold and shape the soap 
dough just like clay! Using the water-safe 
plastic body parts and googly eyes, bring 
your soap dough to life by molding it 
into friends like a unicorn, a dinosaur, a 
narwhal, and more!

9 781338 321517

UPC  7-30767-21625-2
Age  4+ 
Trim  7" x 10 ½"
ISBN  978-1-338-21625-7 $1999

MY SUPERHERO STARTER KIT
Calling all superheroes! Perfect for pretend 
play, this starter kit includes an oh-so-shiny 
red cape along with masks and a belt to 
hide your child's secret identity. Power cuffs 
and punch-out decorations provide plenty 
of options for your one-of-a-kind super 
kid. There's more action-packed fun in the 
included idea book to help kids imagine 
their storyline, devise their superhero 
name and discover their super powers. 
My Superhero Starter Kit is everything your 
child needs to save the day! 

9 781338 216257

UPC  7-30767-93249-7
Age  4+ 
Trim  7" x 10 ½"
ISBN  978-0-545-93249-3 $1999

MY TWINKLY TIARAS
Kids rule the kingdom of their imagination! 
This book and craft kit contains 3 sparkling 
crowns just waiting for a special princess 
to design them. With more than 100 gems 
and punch-out pieces to choose from, 
kids can decorate tiaras any way they 
like. Add a bonus collection of mini-tiaras 
and it will give any kid that happily-
ever-after feeling. After all, tiaras are the 
perfect goes-with-everything accessory. 
Oppenheim Toy Portfolio Award

9 780545 932493

UPC  7-30767-28512-8
Age  8+ 
Trim  7" x 10 ½"
ISBN  978-1-338-28512-3 $2199

MY PEPPA PIG™ CLAY PALS
Little fans of the hit Nick Jr. show, Peppa 
Pig™, will love creating their favourite 
characters with this book and craft kit! 
Perfect for building fine motor skills, this kit 
includes everything a little maker needs 
to create Peppa's pals like Danny Dog, 
Rebecca Rabbit and Suzy Sheep. With 4 
colours of air-dry clay, colourful character 
punch-outs, a clay measuring tool, and 
a colour mixing guide, kids will have 
their very own Peppa jumping in muddy 
puddles in no time.

9 781338 285123

UPC  7-30767-15956-6
Age  4+ 
Trim  7" x 10 ½"
ISBN  978-1-338-15956-1 $1999

MY POM-POM PET SHOP
With this kit, kids can create ten of their 
own fuzzy friends using pre-made pom-
poms, paper punch-outs, and glue. Then 
they can assemble their own pet carrier 
to transport their critters. Altogether, it’s 
everything you need to make a pom-pom 
pet shop – no food, walks, or house-
training required.

9 781338 159561

UPC  7-30767-35529-6
Age  4+ 
Trim  9 3/4" x 10 1/4"
ISBN  978-1-338-33453-1 $2199

MY PAW PATROL™ 
POM-POM PALS

Get ready to create with the PAW 
Patrol in this imaginative, hands-on, 
soft construction kit. After reading the 
all-new book, Pups Save the Camping 
Trip, kids can craft the six pups from 
the story: Chase, Skye, Rubble, Zuma, 
Marshall, and Rocky—plus their chicken 
pal Chickaletta!camping accessories, 
readers are brought right into the pup-
tastic action and adventure!

9 781338 334531
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GLITTER PARTY NAIL STUIO
With 3 popping polishes and 2 
colors of cosmetic-grade glitter, 
learn how to apply glitter to make 
11 designs of dazzling manicures.

$1699
UPC 7-30767-58920-2

Age  10+ 
Trim  5” x  1 1/2” x 10 1/2”
ISBN  978-1-338-58920-7

Case Pack QTY  6

FOIL GALAXY NAIL STUDIO
With 3 metallic polishes and 2 
colors of holographic foils, create 
12  designs of super shiny manicures 
that are out of this world!

Age  10+ 
Trim  5” x  1 1/2” x 10 1/2”
ISBN  978-1-338-58918-4

Case Pack QTY  6

UPC  7-30767-58918-9

$1699

TATTOO ART NAIL STUDIO
With 3 retro polishes and 
over 70 custom nail tattoos, 
learn 10 rockin’ designs.

$1699
UPC 7-30767-58921-9

Age  10+ 
Trim  5” x  1 1/2” x 10 1/2”
ISBN   978-1-338-58921-4

Case Pack QTY  6

VELVET ANIMAL NAIL STUDIO
With 3 glamorous polish colors 
and 2 colors of fuzzy flocking 
powder, learn how to make 
12 wild fuzzy nails designs.

Age  10+ 
Trim  5” x  1 1/2” x 10 1/2”
ISBN  978-1-338-58915-3

Case Pack QTY  6

UPC  7-30767-58915-8

$1699

GROW YOUR OWN  
CRYSTAL FOX

Give this forest friend some flair with 
a glittering crystal tail and ears!

$1699
UPC 7-30767-36552-3

Age  8+ 
Trim  5” x  11/2” x 101/2”
ISBN  978-1-338-36552-8

Case Pack QTY  6

GROW YOUR OWN  
CRYSTAL DRAGON

Grow a dazzling dragon with crystal 
ears, wings, spikes, and fire. 

Age  8+ 
Trim  5” x  11/2” x 101/2”
ISBN  978-1-338-36516-0

Case Pack QTY  6

UPC  7-30767-36516-5

$1699

$1699
UPC 7-30767-36554-7

GROW YOUR OWN  
CRYSTAL NARWHAL

This “unicorn of the sea” 
will shimmer with a crystal 
spout, horn, and tail.

Age  8+ 
Trim  5” x  11/2” x 101/2”
ISBN  978-1-338-36554-2

Case Pack QTY  6

$1699
UPC 7-30767-35524-1 

GROW YOUR OWN 
CRYSTAL UNICORN

Make this unicorn even more 
amazing by growing a crystal 
horn, mane, and tail.

Age  8+ 
Trim  5” x  11/2” x 101/2”
ISBN  978-1-338-35524-6

Case Pack QTY  6

9 781338 365528
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Age  8+ 
Trim  5” x  11/2” x 101/2”
ISBN  978-1-338-32869-1

Case Pack QTY  6

MAKE MINI 
ERASER SWEETS

Learn how to create cakes, ice 
cream, fruit, and other treats with 
this PASTEL COLORS pallette of clay.  

UPC  7-30767-32869-6

$1699

MAKE MINI 
ERASER ANIMALS

Use the GLOW-IN-THE-DARK yellow 
clay and your new forest friend 
erasers will light up the night.

Age  8+ 
Trim  5” x  11/2” x 101/2”
ISBN  978-1-338-32867-7

Case Pack QTY  6

UPC  7-30767-32867-2

$1699

MAKE MINI  
ERASER ALIENS

Using a NEON COLOR palette, make 
awesome extraterrestrial erasers 
like robots, rovers, and rockets.

Age  8+ 
Trim  5” x  11/2” x 101/2”
ISBN  978-1-338-32148-7

Case Pack QTY  6

$1699
UPC  7-30767-32148-2

Age  8+ 
Trim  5” x  11/2” x 101/2”
ISBN  978-1-338-32868-4

Case Pack QTY  6

Age  8+ 
Trim  5” x  1 1/2” x 10 1/2”
ISBN  978-1-338-64627-6

Age  6+ 
Trim  5” x  1 1/2” x 10 1/2”
ISBN  978-1-338-64628-3 

Age  6+ 
Trim  5” x  1 1/2” x 10 1/2”
ISBN  978-1-338-64629-0 

Case Pack QTY  6

Case Pack QTY  6 Case Pack QTY  6

Age  8+ 
Trim  5” x  1 1/2” x 10 1/2”
ISBN  978-1-338-64630-6 

Case Pack QTY  6

UPC  7-30767-32868-9

$1699

UPC  7-30767-64630-1

$1699

MAKE MINI 
ERASER CUTIES

Add some extra flair to eraser 
cuties like unicorns and mermaid 
cats with the included GLITTER!

CLAY CHARM BRACLETS 
TRENDY TREATS

Make adorable TRENDY TREAT 
charm bracelets for you and 
your BFF with this take on our 
bestselling Make Clay Charms.

RAINBOW DAY DREAM SOAP
The kit includes a RAINBOW sudsy 
soap base that melts easily in a 
microwave or double boiler. Add 
the custom scent, then pour the 
soap into the molds of your choice.

TROPICAL TIE-DYE SOAP
The kit includes a TROPICAL sudsy 
soap base that melts easily in a 
microwave or double boiler. Add 
the custom scent, then pour the 
soap into the molds of your choice.

CLAY CHARM BRACLETS 
SUPER SWEET

Make SUPER SWEET charm 
bracelets for you and your BFF 
with this take on our bestselling 
Make Clay Charms.

UPC  7-30767-64627-1

$1699

UPC  7-30767-64628-8

$1699
UPC  7-30767-64629-5

$1699
ISBN 978-1-338-64628-3

9 781338 646283

ISBN 978-1-338-64628-3

9 781338 646283
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EVENT KITS
Receive one FREE 
event kit of your 

choice with a  
minimum order  

of 12 books!

SEW YOUR OWN UNICORN CAKE POP STAR WARS® FOLDED FLYERS
Sew the sweetest treat you 
can’t eat! Kids will sew a soft, 
faux fur ball and transform 
it into a unicorn with the 
adhesive felt accessories they 
simply stick on. This event 
kit includes real needles. 
Additional adult supervision is 
recommended.

Kids become Jedi masters as 
they fold Obi-Wan Kenobi’s 
and Anakin Skywalker’s 
starfighters. Whether they’re 
encountering pirates or flying 
loops in their backyard, this kit 
is out of this world!

ISBN: 978-1-338-57516-3
UPC: 7-30767-72290-6

ISBN: 978-0-545-92601-0
UPC: 7-30767-92601-420

for

kids
20

for

kids

ISBN 978-0-545-72290-2
UPC 7-30767-72290-6 20

for

kids

PAPER AIRPLANES

MAKE YOUR OWN GEM STICKERS
MAKE YOUR OWN GLOW IN  
THE DARK PUFFY STICKERS

This kit comes with 
everything you need to 
rule the skies! Includes 
instructions on how to create 
paper airplanes like the 
Nakamura Lock, as well as 
LOTS of extra paper!

ISBN 978-0-545-92603-4
UPC 7-30767-92603-8 20

for

kids

FRIENDSHIP BRACELETS

Kids will make woven 
wonders for all their friends 
(and themselves!) after 
they learn how to make this 
classic 4-color diagonal 
stripe bracelet.

9 780545 926034

9 781338 575163 9 780545 926010

Kids will make a sparkly 
statement to anything these 
stickers are added to! Using 
the custom tool, kids will add a 
variety of rhinestones to these 
deluxe stickers with gold foil 
accents.

ISBN 978-1-338-64243-8
UPC 7-30767-64243-3 20

for

kids

Kids will make a glow in 
the dark puffy sticker, 
using the custom tool.

ISBN 978-1-338-81541-2
UPC TBC 20

for

kids 9 781338 6424389 781338 815412

Available while supplies last.

9 781570 548307
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ISBN 978-1-338-70194-4 
UPC 7-30767-01944-0 20

for

kids

KLUTZ JR.  
MY FIRST ROCK & GEM COLLECTION

KLUTZ JR.  
MY FUN & FUZZY HEADBAND SALON

Junior gemologists will 
“dig” learning facts about 
rocks! With this event kit, 
kids will experience the 
excitement of unearthing a 
suprise rock with their very 
own dig kit. 

9 781338 701944

This fluffy cat clip is one 
fabulous fashion statement! 
Kids will love accessorizing 
with this fluffy, feline friend 
made from soft faux fur 
stems and pre-cut foam 
pieces.  

ISBN 978-1-338-11943-5
UPC 7-30767-11943-0 15

for

kids

KLUTZ JR. 
MY EGG CARTON ANIMALS

Kids will love making an egg 
carton cow so much that 
they’ll be in a great mooood 
all day long!

ISBN 978-1-338-25733-5
UPC 7-30767-25733-0 15

for

kids

KLUTZ JR. 
MY CLOTHESPIN ZOO

Kids will go wild making their 
own clothespin animals, 
a panda and a toucan, 
clipping them, and turning 
their world into a jungle.

ISBN 978-1-338-30061-1
UPC 7-30767-30061-6 15

for

kids

KLUTZ JR. MY SIMPLE SEWING

Little makers will learn 
sewing skills as they stitch 
and stuff their own cookie 
keychain with a plastic 
needle designed especially 
for small hands.

SPRING 2021KLUTZ JR. EVENT KITS

ISBN 978-1-338-60206-7
UPC 7-30767-60206-2 15

for

kids9 781338 602067

9 781338 119435 9 781338 257335

9 781338 300611
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KLUTZ 20 POCKET WIRE 
SPINNER WITH WHEELS

Footprint: 20" x 20" x 84"
Capacity: 20 titles
Weight: 70 lbs
Cost:  FREE! with minimum purchase 

of net $1,000.00
ISBN: 978-1-338-26398-5
UPC: 7-30767-26398-0

*Please note:  
All Klutz Jr. kits fit in this display, except for My 
Little Night Light and My Fairy Wish Kit.

KLUTZ JR. SMALL  
CORRUGATE DISPLAY

Footprint: 16" x 16" x 63"
Cost:  Free with purchase of  

24 assorted Klutz Jr. titles
ISBN: 978-1-338-11940-4
UPC: 7-30767-11940-9

GIVE YOUR KLUTZ SELECTION 
THE ATTENTION IT DESERVES! DISPLAYS

KLUTZ JR. 12 POCKET 
WEE SPINNER

Footprint: 24" x 24" x 80"
Capacity: 12 titles
Weight: 35 lbs
Cost:  FREE! with minimum purchase 

of net $1000.00
ISBN: 978-0-545-56660-5
UPC: 7-30767-56660-9

ISBN 978-0-545-56660-5

9 780545 566605 7 30767 56660 9
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SMALL TRAY

Cost: FREE!
Footprint: 8" x 12"
ISBN: 978-0-545-92628-7
UPC: 7-30767-92628-1

ISBN 978-0-545-92628-7

9 780545 926287

MEDIUM TRAY

Cost: FREE!
Footprint: 9 ½" x 12"
ISBN: 978-0-545-92629-4
UPC: 7-30767-92629-8

ISBN 978-0-545-92629-4

9 780545 926294

CORRUGATE TRAYS 
Available free with your order. Check out the info box for each title to determine the appropriate tray size.

9 781338 646382

KLUTZ MINI KITS  
DISPLAY CORRUGATE

Cost: FREE!
Footprint:  11" x 12 1/2" x 15"
ISBN:  978-1-338-64638-2
UPC:  7-30767-64638-7

KLUTZ 2”  
CORRUGATE EASEL

Cost: FREE!
Footprint:  8" x 8 1/2" x 8 3/4"
ISBN:  978-1-338-28596-3
UPC:  7-30767-28596-8

9 781338 285963

KLUTZ  
CORRUGATE EASEL

Cost: FREE!
Footprint: 8” x 6” x 8”
ISBN: 978-0-545-65991-8
UPC: N/A

ISBN 978-0-545-92630-0

9 780545 926300

LARGE TRAY

Cost: FREE!
Footprint: 10 ½" x 12"
ISBN: 978-0-545-92630-0
UPC: 7-30767-92630-4

9 780545 659918
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can do it!

So easy, even a

KLUTZCERTIFIED @KLUTZCERTIFIED KLUTZCERTIFIEDKLUTZ @KLUTZCERTIFIED

Scholastic Canada
604 King Street West
Toronto, Ontario M5V 1E1




